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ABSTRACT 
 
Dyah Ayu Fatimah, 2018. An Analysis on Culture of Learning in English 
Teaching Learning Process at the Eighth Grade of SMP MTA Gemolong (Islamic 
Boarding School) in the 2017/2018 Academic Year. Thesis. English Education 
Department, Islamic Education and Teacher Training Faculty, IAIN Surakarta. 
 
Advisors : Zainal Arifin, S.Pd., M.Pd. 
Key words : Culture of Learning, English Teaching Learning Process. 
 
 The objective of this research was to describe the culture of learning in 
English teaching learning process. In this research, the researcher also intended to 
explore aspects that construct the culture of learning in English teaching learning 
process. 
 In this research, the researcher used qualitative descriptive research. This 
research was carried out in SMP MTA Gemolong on March 2018 until April 
2018. The subject of this research were the eighth grade students of class VIII A 
(male class) and VIII I (female class) in the 2017/2018 academic year. The 
techniques of collecting data in this research were passive participant observation, 
interview, and document analysis. The researcher conducted observation in 
English teaching learning process for three times in each class. The researcher 
also made some interviews with English teachers and some eighth grade students 
of class VIII A and VIII I SMP MTA Gemolong to support the data. For 
trustworthiness of the data, the researcher used two kinds of triangulation, namely 
data triangulation and methodology triangulation. In analyzing the data, the 
researcher used interactive model analysis. They are reducing the data, presenting 
the data, and drawing conclusion or verification based on analyzed data. 
The result of the research showed that the culture of learning in English 
teaching learning process at the eighth grade of SMP MTA Gemolong is 
considered  belonging into good and modern culture of learning. Some features 
which describe how good and modern culture of learning are shown in a 
productive, progressive, and student-centered activity in English teaching learning 
process. Beside that, close and warm relationship between teacher and students 
also between a students and other students make students actively participate in 
learning and create productive atmosphere in teaching learning process. The 
aspects that construct culture of learning in English class such as expectations, 
beliefs, values, norms, and behaviours are influence teacher and students 
interaction in language study. Those aspects become important key that build 
culture of learning in a classroom and underlines teacher and students behaviour 
in English teaching learning process. However, there are still few students’ 
misbehaviour while English teaching learning process. So, it is better for the 
school to plan and conduct a school program for students’ behaviour recovery.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of the Study 
Language is a tool of social interaction. It has important role for 
human life to communicate in every single day. Getting information and 
relationship are the purpose of making communication. In communication 
people give information for each other, it can be ideas, thoughts, purposes, 
feelings, opinions, and emotions. Hornby (2000:752) states that language is 
the system of communication in speech and writing that is used by people of 
a particular country or area. It is a system for expression of thoughts and 
feelings by the use of spoken words or conventional symbols. 
 In this globalization era, English become very important language in 
the world and has been used by almost whole country around the world. As 
stated by Lucantoni (2006:3) English is a world language, with more than 
60 countries where English is now dominant or official language. So, 
English is not only as an universal language but also plays an important role 
in every aspect of modern life such as, education, economic, politic, social, 
and science. 
In Indonesia, English as a foreign language becomes one of 
compulsory subject and has been learned in the schools, especially for 
Junior High School. Therefore, English is one of lesson must be learned by 
students. By learning English the students are expected can develop their 
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knowledge of science, technology, and culture. In English teaching learning 
process there is an interaction occurs between educator and learners.  
Scarino, at al. (2009:39) states that in the classroom, the social interaction is 
related to learning, through the discussion of ideas, insights, and 
interpretations. Moreover, classroom interaction is more than a simulation, 
but it is interaction with learning as its concern. Therefore, interaction that 
occurs in teaching learning process can support learning outcomes of the 
learners. 
 Seeing the classroom has a culture as complex as ’coral gardens’ 
(Breen in Holliday, 1994:31). So, in English teaching learning process is 
important to make the classroom condition become comfortable for all 
students who exist in the class, because it can make them enjoy for study. 
The government has provided each of school the authority to manage 
English teaching learning in line with their potencies. They can develope 
and manage all of the necessity for a success English teaching learning 
process with their potencies, such as developing curriculum, providing 
instructional media, and enhancing teacher’s skill and competence. 
Therefore, the school which cannot develope its potency may be left behind 
in handling English teaching learning process.  
Many problems encountered in English teaching learning process, 
one of the major problem is method that used in English teaching learning 
process is not appropriate for the students. Anthony in Fauziati (2009:15) 
defines method as “an overall plan for the orderly presentation of language 
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material, no part of which is based upon the selected approach”. A good 
teacher should uses a various method in order to avoid students’ boredom. 
Therefore, the appropriate method which focus on how to teach English for 
students should be increased with many of references, researchs, and 
trainings. Beside that, every method implemented in English teaching 
learning process should be appropriate with the culture of learning in a 
classroom. 
Teacher and students have their own expectations and beliefs in 
language classroom which set their behaviour in a classroom. Those 
expectations and beliefs become a culture of learning in the classroom. 
Cortazzi and Jin in Coleman (1996:169) clarifies that part of culture of 
learning may be determining factor on what happens in a language 
classroom and what is judged to be a successful language learning. So, it 
can be concluded that culture of learning in the classroom can give 
contribution on good and success of language learning.  
Culture of learning is one of effort to improve the quality of learning, 
because the culture of learning makes all of learning activities can be 
organized and directed. So, the goal of learning can be achieved well. The 
culture of learning implemented in English class plays an important role, 
because good or bad and success or failure of an English teaching learning 
process can be felt by the culture of learning implemented in the English 
class itself. As stated by LoCastro in Coleman (1996:43) classroom 
practices reflect attitudes and beliefs about language and language learning 
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that are embedded in the socio-cultural context. Therefore, in the classroom 
practice there are attitudes and beliefs of teacher and students that influence 
their interaction in the teaching learning process. 
Building a classroom is comparable to building a small society. 
There are norms, expectations, and habits in the classroom. Everyone has 
roles within the classroom, as individuals in a society. The leader of 
classroom is the teacher, who can choose the most effective method for 
students as his or her small society and also to handle them. In teaching 
learning process, teachers should try to arouse a good culture of learning in 
the classroom. So, it can make students become active to always learn in 
every situation.  
In this case, the teacher is required to have creativity, skill, and 
intelligence in creating a fun learning atmosphere to encourage students for 
learn. Meanwhile, fostering, directing, and educating students in learning 
must be planned by a teacher. Many things that teachers can do, such as 
make an emotional approach with the students. It is to motivate them for 
study. Moreover, a teacher must be creative in teaching, such as providing 
materials according to the students’ need. Therefore, it can indicate that 
teacher plays a very important role in creating culture of learning in the 
classroom. 
The students bring their own culture from their family and other 
member of society while in the school. Cortazzi as cited in Tudor 
(1996:143) states that incorporates the culture that students bring with them 
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to the language classroom which are formed, in the first instance, by their 
socialization in their home culture. There are two levels of culture 
socialization. The first level takes place in the family and society at the very 
early of child development’s stage. The second level occurs within the 
framework of formal education. Furthermore, this two different environment 
can develop in the students’ set of belief about human values, roles, norms, 
and good education. Both of them also give a strong reinforcement for 
students in learning. 
SMP MTA Gemolong is an educational institution under the 
auspices of Majelis Tafsir Al-Qur’an (MTA) foundation. This school is 
characterized by Islamic Boarding School and applying Islamic educational 
in standard. In SMP MTA Gemolong there is a separation class between 
male and female students that become one of characteristic in Islamic 
Boarding School. Beside has an expectation that the students are able to 
master Arabic, SMP MTA Gemolong also has a goal to realize students who 
are able to speak English actively. In developing itself, especially in English 
teaching learning process, SMP MTA Gemolong always tries to create a 
good culture of learning. The culture of learning existing in English class of 
SMP MTA Gemolong can give great contribution in the form of good 
achievements.  
To show the existence in English competition, this school proves it 
with various achievements achieved in the period of 2016-2017, such as 
first winner of storytelling competition for female category in the level of 
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Solo Regency, first runner-up of storytelling competition for male category 
in the level of Solo Regency, first winner of storytelling OLSN competition 
in the level of Sragen Regency, first winner of speech contest in Ministry of 
Religious Affairs of Sragen, first runner-up of Spelling Bee competition in 
the level of Solo Regency, etc.  
In English teaching learning process is not merely teach about the 
target language itself, but also included the culture of target language. In the 
other hand, it also explains about the custom of how teacher teachs the 
students and how students learn in the class which is commonly occurs in 
target language country. Cortazzi in Solstad (2002:93) clarifies in the 
classroom practices there are some aspects, such as expectations, beliefs, 
behaviours, norms and values which play important role in developing 
culture of learning in the classroom. The culture of learning existing in 
English teaching learning process of SMP MTA Gemolong contributes 
greatly, because it can develop physical and spiritual capabilities. These 
physical and spiritual capabilities include knowledges, skills, attitudes, and 
values of life.  
Based on the explanation above, in this research the researcher 
would like to conduct a research entitled “AN ANALYSIS ON CULTURE 
OF LEARNING IN ENGLISH TEACHING LEARNING PROCESS 
AT THE EIGHTH GRADE OF SMP MTA GEMOLONG (ISLAMIC 
BOARDING SCHOOL) IN THE 2017/2018 ACADEMIC YEAR.” 
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B. Identification of the Problem 
There were some problems that concerning to this study. Based on 
the background of the study that have been discussed above, the researcher 
identified some problems encountered. Those problems were: 
1. The eighth grade students of SMP MTA Gemolong have various home 
cultures, behaviours, beliefs, and expectations. 
2. The eighth grade students of SMP MTA Gemolong have different 
characteristic in learning. 
3. Teaching learning process in classroom is carried out in a large number 
of students. 
4. Sometimes, the classroom condition is less comfortable for teaching 
learning process. 
 
C. Limitation of the Study 
Based on identification of the problems above, the researcher limited 
the research focused on culture of learning in English teaching learning 
process. The subject of the research was the eighth grade students of SMP 
MTA Gemolong in the 2017/2018 academic year. This research focused on 
the activities and all aspects in the process of English teaching learning. The 
researcher discussed about the culture of learning and aspects that construct 
the culture of learning in English teaching learning process at the eighth 
grade of SMP MTA Gemolong (Islamic Boarding School) in the 2017/2018 
academic year.  
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D. Formulation of the Problem 
The researcher formulated the problems of this study as follows: 
1. How is culture of learning in English teaching learning process at the 
eighth grade of SMP MTA Gemolong (Islamic Boarding School) in the 
2017/2018 academic year? 
2. What aspects that construct the culture of learning in English teaching 
learning process at the eighth grade of SMP MTA Gemolong (Islamic 
Boarding School) in the 2017/2018 academic year? 
 
E. Objectives of the Study 
Based on the formulation of the problem, the researcher formulated 
the objectives of this study as follows: 
1. To describe the culture of learning in English teaching learning process 
at the eighth grade of SMP MTA Gemolong (Islamic Boarding School) 
in the 2017/2018 academic year. 
2. To explore the aspects that construct the culture of learning in English 
teaching learning process at the eighth grade of SMP MTA Gemolong 
(Islamic Boarding School) in the 2017/2018 academic year. 
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F. Benefits of the Study 
The researcher expected that this research had some benefits. The 
benefits can be distinguished into two. They were as follows: 
1. Theoretical Benefit 
a. This research can be one of the study material in develop culture of 
learning in English teaching learning process. 
b. The result of this research can enrich knowledge and insight to the 
readers about culture of learning in English teaching learning 
process, in this case culture of learning in the eighth grade of SMP 
MTA Gemolong in the 2017/2018 academic year. 
c. The result of this research can be useful to the English teacher as an 
information about culture of learning in English teaching learning 
process. 
2. Practical Benefit 
The researcher expected that the result of this research can give 
contribution in English language teaching especially in culture of 
learning in English teaching learning process. The result of this research 
can be useful for the school, the teachers, the students and the other 
researchers as follows: 
a. For the school 
This research can be useful information for the school to make the 
culture of learning to be better and support English teaching learning 
process. 
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b. For the teachers 
This research can be useful information and as a feedback to know 
about the culture of learning. So, the teacher can develop an 
appropriate classroom practiced, enhance their skill and competence, 
also evaluate their own classroom condition and situation.  
c. For the students 
The students can know about culture of learning in their English 
class. So, they will feel comfortable in English teaching learning 
process. 
d. For the other researchers 
This research may be useful for other researchers to get knowledge 
about culture of learning in English teaching learning process. It can 
be a reference for those who are interested in conducting a similar 
research. 
 
G. Definition of the Key Terms 
1. Culture  
Culture is the collective programming of the mind which distinguishes 
the members of one group or category of people from another (Hofstede 
in Spencer-Oatey, 2012: 02). 
2. Learning  
Learning is an activity or work, which is done by the learner during the 
teaching and learning process to get knowledge (Brown, 2000:18) 
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3. Culture of learning 
The term culture of learning is to describe and analyze the frameworks 
of behaviours, norms, values, beliefs, and expectation about teaching 
and learning.  (Cortazzi in Solstad, 2002:93).  
4. Teaching learning process 
Teaching learning process is defined as instructional process through 
organization and direct instruction of teacher, learner, and material in the 
classroom (Richard and Roger, 1998:22). 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW ON RELATED LITERATURE 
 
A. Theoretical Review 
1. Review on Culture 
a. The Notion of Culture 
There are various definitions of culture which proposed by some 
experts. As stated by Hofstede in Spencer-Oatey (2012:02) culture is the 
collective programming of the mind which distinguishes the members of 
one group or category of people from another. In addition, Spencer-
Oatey (2012:02) defines that culture is a fuzzy set of basic assumptions 
and values, orientations to life, policies, procedures and behaviourial 
conventions that are shared by a group of people and  influence (but do 
not determine) each member’s behaviour and his/her interpretations of 
the meaning of other people’s behaviour. 
Meanwhile, another expert also propose the definition of culture. 
Schwartz as cited in Avruch (1998:17) states that culture consists of the 
derivatives of experience, more or less organized, learned or created by 
the individuals of a population, including those images or encodements 
and their interpretations transmitted from past generations, from 
contemporaries, or formed by individuals themselves. It means that 
culture comes from some aspects of life. 
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Based on the explanations above, it can be concluded that culture 
is whole of knowledges, attitudes and patterns of behaviour that owned 
by member of particular group. It is manifested in human behaviour and 
becomes way of life which developed in a group of people. Therefore, a 
culture is born from a society and becomes an important part of the 
society itself. 
 
b. The Components of Culture 
Culture becomes one of complex and abstract concept. Beside 
that, it is one of the most central concept to understand about human 
behaviour. In his book, Barkan (2011) clasifies two distinctive 
components of culture, namely material aspects and non-material 
aspects. They will be explained as follows: 
1) Material Aspects 
Material aspects consist of object that related to the material aspect 
of our life and it can be seen in concrete form. Material aspects of 
culture’s component includes: 
a) Behaviour  
Behaviour is determined by people’s attitude which is 
learned in a contex of culture. Hornby (2000:100) defines 
behaviour as a particular way of people in doing something. 
Beside that, the environment takes a role in developing way of 
people to behave (Porter and Samovar in Mulyana and Rakhmat, 
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2001:27). Therefore, a certain culture can be inferred by seeing a 
repetitive and patterned ways of people in doing something for 
responding their environment as the aim of people’s behaviour. 
b) Artefact  
The artefact of a society consist of various things such as, 
tools and machines used in industry and farming, hausehold 
goods, transportation, weapon, etc. Artefact that used in a 
society can identify the society’s level of technological 
development. Thus, artefact can reflect some material objects 
that play a role in people’s daily life. 
2)  Non-material Aspects 
Non-material aspects refer to abstract component of a culture. They 
are will be explained as follows: 
a) Symbol 
Symbol can be defined as something that is used to 
represent something else. As stated by Harmon (2009:467) a 
symbol combines a literal and sensuous quality with an 
abstract or suggestive aspect. Thereby, a symbol is the use of a 
concrete object to represent an abstract idea. The use of 
symbol is a human ability that allows us to make sense of 
reality, transmit a message, store complext information, and 
deal with an abstract world. 
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b) Language 
In his book, Richard (2002:283) defines language as the 
system of human communication. It has crucial role for human 
life to express, transmit, and share people’s idea, information, 
opinion, and feeling. Basically, language has certain function 
which is used base on someone’s need, namely as a tool for 
self-expression, communication, interaction, social control, 
and social adaptation in certain situation.  
c) Belief  
Belief viewed as subjective possibilities which are 
believed by individual that an object or phenomenon has 
certain characteristic. Porterv and Samovar in Mulyana and 
Rakhmat (2001:26) state that degree of people’s beliefs toward 
certain phenomenon or object has certain characteristics 
showing the level of people’s subjective possibilities, their 
consequents, and people’s beliefs intensity. So, people can 
accept about something it is consider by their belief.  
d) Value 
Value is general standard and may be regarded as higher 
order norm. It is an idea which shared by the people in a 
society regarding on what is important and worthwhile. Thus, 
value is about what a person finds to be important and wants to 
be doing with his or her life. People’s true values are often 
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reflected more by what they do than by they say (Eshleman, 
1993:97).  
Value has a main function as an important role in the 
society. Moreover, value is learned through cultural product, 
so they are will be different from one society and another. 
Almost basic values are learned in early life of individual. It is 
learned from the family and other sources within society. 
e) Norm 
Norm is an established standard of behaviour shared by 
members of social group to which each member is expected to 
conform. Moreover, it is become guideline about what is 
considered normal (what is right or wrong) social behaviour in 
particular group. Richard (2002:362) argues that norms may be 
used to compare the performance of an individual or group with 
the norm group.  
Norm can play a key part of social control in a particular 
group. In the norms there are some rules that should be obeyed 
by all member of a group. These rules specify  how people 
should and should not behave in every social situations. By the 
norm, people can know what they should do (prescriptive) and 
what they should not do (proscriptive). 
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c. The Characteristics of Culture 
Culture is an integral part of our existence and become way of life 
that is common to a group of people. There are some characteristics of 
culture proposed by Samiksha (2014), they will be explained as follows: 
1) Culture is a pattern of learned behaviour 
Culture is learned from the people you interact with as you 
are socialized. Yule (2010:267) clarifies that culture refers to all 
the ideas and assumptions about the nature of things and people 
that we learn when we become members of social groups. So, 
culture is influenced by physical and social environment. It is 
learnt from family members, group, and the society in which they 
live. 
2) Culture is abstract 
Culture is formed from abstract element of a particular 
society. As states by Kluckhohn in Kroeber (2016:48) culture 
consist in those abstracted elements of action and reaction which 
may be traced to the influence of one or more strains of social 
group. It means that culture can be felt by the member of group and 
can influence their way of life although it is in the abstract form. 
3) Culture is shared by a group of people 
Linton cites in Kroeber (2016:61) states that a culture is the 
configuration of learned behaviour and result of behaviour whose 
component elements are shared and transmitted by the members of 
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particular society. Moreover, a thought may be called as a culture if 
it is shared and practiced by a group of people. 
4) Culture is the way of life 
As stated by Linton in Kroeber (2016:50) culture of society 
is the way of life of its member, the collection of ideas and habits 
which they learn, share, and transmit from generation to 
generation. Moreover, culture can encompasses the general and 
specific patterns of consumption behaviour. A particular group has 
their own culture that can determine their way of life. 
5) Culture is human product 
Blumenthal cites in Kroeber (2016:55) defines that culture 
consist of all result (products) of human learned effort at 
adjustment. Therefore, culture is learnt as a result of the 
socialization process and continues throughtout life. 
6) Culture is integrated system 
Culture unites the members of a social system. Panunzio in 
Kroeber and Kluckhohn (2016:44) clarifies that culture is the 
complex whole of the system of concepts and usages, 
organizations, skills, and instruments by means of which mankind 
deals with physical, biological, and human nature in satisfaction of 
its needs. Thus, culture consist of many systems that integrated in 
the life of a particular group of people.   
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2. Review on Culture of Learning 
a. The Notion of Culture of Learning 
Culture of learning is a concept that suggests learning is cultural.  
Cortazzi in Colleman (1996:169) states that by using the term ‘culture 
of learning’ much behaviour in language classroom is set within taken-
for-granted frameworks of expectations, attitudes, values, and beliefs 
about what constitutes good learning, about how to teach or learn, 
whether and how to ask questions, what text books are for, and how 
language teaching relates to boarder issues of the nature and purpose of 
education. Therefore, member of different cultural communities may 
have different expectation, interpretation, and belief about how to teach 
and how to learn. The students who come from different cultural 
heritages may bring partially different understanding and interpretation 
of learning to the classroom.  
Cortazzi in Solstad (2002:93) states that the term culture of 
learning is to describe and analyze the frameworks of behaviours, 
norms, values, beliefs, and expectation about teaching and learning. 
Within the framework of culture of learning, the students may give 
interpretation and evaluation what the teacher does and what the teacher 
expects of learners. Moreover, Tudor (1996:141) also defines that 
culture of learning, is the complex of attitudes and expectations, which 
shape learner’s sociocultural personality in the classroom, and thereby 
their interactions with their language study.  
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From the explanation above, it can be concluded that culture of 
learning refers to the concept of way of teaching or learning, pattern of 
interaction between teacher and learner, expectation, attitudes, belief, 
norm, and value which set teacher’s and students’ behaviour in the 
classroom about what constitutes good teaching learning process that 
influence their interaction in the language study. 
 
b. The Aspects on Culture of Learning 
There are some aspects includes in the culture of learning in 
teaching learning process. Cortazzi in Solstad (2002:93) argues that the 
term culture of learning is to describe and analyze the frameworks of 
behaviours, norms, values, beliefs, and expectation about teaching and 
learning. Those aspects will be explained in the following: 
1) Expectations in Language Classroom 
Expectations can naturally occur in a classroom. Expectations 
have relevancy with teaching learning experiences. Expectation is a 
strong belief about the way of something happens or how 
somebody should behave (Hornby 2000:438). There are teacher’s 
expectations and students’ expectations in a classroom. As stated 
by Winter cites in Watkins and biggs (1995:32) teacher 
expectations are belief that a teacher has regarding how a student or 
group of students will behave or perform in a classroom. These 
expectations can influence the students’ performance through a 
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teacher’s expectation effect. Meanwhile, students’ expectations are 
belief about students’ own and teacher’s behaviour. Students’ 
beliefs toward teacher’s behaviour can have powerful effect on 
their own behaviour and achievement. 
Robert and Jana (2003:7) state that teacher can establish clear 
expectations for behaviour in two ways: first, by establishing clear 
rules and procedure, second by providing consequences for student 
behaviour. In addition teacher must acknowledge students’ 
behaviour, reinforcing accaptable behaviour, and providing 
negative consequences for unacceptable behaviour. What teacher 
and students expect from each other is a part of culture of learning. 
 
2) Beliefs About Language Learning   
Beliefs tend to be culturally bound, to be formed early in life, 
and to be resistant to change. Moreover, it is common to infer 
people’s beliefs by looking through the way in which they behave 
rather than what they say they believe (Agrys and Schon in 
Williams and Burden 1997:56). There are teacher’s beliefs and 
students’ beliefs toward language learning in the classroom. Each 
beliefs of teacher and students will affect on their actions both in 
teaching and learning in a language classroom. The explanation 
about teacher’s and students’ beliefs about language learning will 
be explained as follows: 
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a) Teacher’s beliefs 
Teachers’ belief systems are founded on the goals, 
values, and beliefs teachers hold in relation to the content and 
process of teaching, and their understanding of systems in 
which they work and their roles within it. These beliefs and 
values serve as the background of teacher’s decision making 
and action (Richard and Lockhart, 1995:30). Moreover, teacher 
can be a really effective teacher if he or she know the meaning 
of learning itself. Ormrod (2005:15) proposes three general 
principles of effective teaching and learning that should be 
believed by teacher as follows: 
(1) Teaching and learning process will be more effective if the 
teachers relate the materials to the student’s background 
knowledge. It means that the teacher should be able to 
provide materials which relevant with the student’s 
background knowledge. Irrelevant materials will make 
them confused.  
(2) The teaching and learning process will be more effective if 
the teacher elaborates the new material clearly and step by 
step. Therefore, teacher should provide new materials as 
well as possible. Then, presented it in good order to make 
the students maximally grasp the material. 
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(3) Teaching and learning process will be more effective if the 
teacher evaluates the students periodically to ensure that 
the students have learned and understood. 
In short, the teachers should have basic knowledge on 
teaching and learning process to run their roles. It can be 
subject matter they teach, human development and learning, 
and also classroom interaction and management. So, the 
students can understand about the material that given by the 
teacher and the goal of learning can achieved well. 
Moreover, Williams and Burden (1997:61) suggest an 
evolvement of a whorthwhile learning which should be 
believed by teachers, they are: 
(1) Learning is a complex process. 
(2) Learning produces personal change of some kind. 
(3) Learning involves the creation of new understanding 
which is personally relevant. 
(4) Learning can take a number of different forms. 
(5) Learning is always influenced by the context in which it 
occurs. 
(6) Learning result mainly from social interaction. 
(7) Learning often needs to be mediated. 
(8) Learning differs from individual to individual. 
(9) Learning is an emotional as well as a cognitive process. 
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(10) Learning is closely related to how people feel about 
themselves. 
(11) Learning is a lifelong process. 
Teacher beliefs about language learning have 
relevancy with teacher’s paradigms about learners. Meghan 
in Williams and Burden (1997:57) states that there are at least 
seven different ways in which teachers can and do construe 
learners and those constructions reflect individual teacher’s 
view of the world also have profound influence on their 
classroom practice. Those construe learners metaphorically 
are: 
(1)  Resisters 
This notion sees learners as people who do not want to 
learn but only do so because they are made to. Such a 
view has given rise to the commonly associated 
assumption that force punishment is the most appropriate 
way of overcoming such a resistance in the classroom. 
(2) Receptacles  
This point of view deals with common conception of 
learners in which they are reffered as “the mugs” to be 
filled with the knowledge. Whereas the teacher is seen as 
having a large jug of knowledge to be poured into the 
learners mugs or receptacles, which in turn can only 
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accept a certain amount of what knowledge according to 
the size of learner’s IQ. 
(3) Raw material 
Teacher conceives their students as like a clay to be 
moulded into a fine art or building material to be 
constructed into a solid and well-designed building. 
(4) Client 
This point of view places greater emphasize upon the 
identification of educational need and begins to alter the 
nature of relationship between teachers and learners. 
This view has been prevalent in teaching English for 
Special Purpose (ESP) for some time. Learners are likely 
to know what they want to learn, while the role of 
teachers can be seen as attempting to meet their learner’s 
need. 
(5) Partner  
The emphasize of this point of view is shifted from 
consultation to negotation and where it is possible in the 
Freire’s terms for the teacher to ‘take on the role of 
students amongst students’. In language classroom, 
learners can be treated as partners by involving them in 
decisions about what activities to carry out, asking them 
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what topics they are interested in, or allowing them to 
select book to read. 
(6) Individual explorer 
By using this point of view, the role of teachers becomes 
almost entirely as facilitators working largerly from 
Piagetian perspective, i.e the classroom is organized in 
such a way as to enable the learners to explore for 
themselves and come their own conclusions with 
minimum of prompting from the teachers.  
(7)  Democratic explorer 
This concept view the learning process one step furter 
from the previous point of view by enabling learners or 
learning group to set their own agendas, decide upon 
their goals, and prefered ways of working, and how, if at 
all, they wish to draw upon the particular knowledge and 
expertise of the teachers. Approaches such as community 
language learning draw a little on this conceptualization 
of learners. More particularly, task-based approaches to 
language learning, which involve giving groups of 
learners task to engage in, allow groups of freedom to 
decide how they wish to work, although generally the 
teachers who select the activities. 
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b) Students’ Beliefs 
Students’ beliefs can influence their approach to learning 
in the term of both their individual learning strategies and their 
reaction to different teaching methodologies. Wenden in Tudor 
(1996:50) defines that learner’s belief about language study 
influences their approach to learning in terms of: the kind of 
strategies they use; what they attend to; the criteria they use to 
evaluate the effectiveness of learning activities and social 
contexts that give them the opportunity to use or practise the 
language; where they concentrate their use of strategies.  
Wenden in Tudor (1996:51) identifies three main 
categories of students’s belief about language should be learned, 
they are: 
(1) Language should be learned as a means of communication 
and social interaction. 
(2) Language should be learned as linguistics system, which 
can be worked out, understood and learned by means of 
conscious intellectual effort and hard work. 
(3) Language should be learned by touching personal factors. 
From explanation above, it can be concluded that 
students’ belief give contribution in their learning activities. 
Moreover, it also influence their way of learning and their 
point of view in learning acivities. 
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3) Values in the Classroom 
Value are not personal preference based on taste, they are 
judgements based on more or less explicit and systematic ideas 
about how a person relates to his or her environment. Both teacher 
and students have their own values which interact in education. 
Liem and Nie (2008:898) argues that students’ adoption of 
particular values was a strong predictor of achievement motivation, 
because values provide students with specific reason for goal 
persuit.  
There are 18 values which are related to Character Education 
in which can built students’ personality, namely: religiosity, 
honesty, tolerance, discipline, hard work, creativity, independent, 
democracy, curiosity, sense of nationalism, patriotism, achievement 
orientation, communicative, love and peace, fondness of reading, 
environmental awareness, social care, and responsibility 
(Kemdiknas, 2011:8). Those values is important for students in 
teaching learning process and should be taught in the school. They 
become strong reinformance in the students behaviour. Beside that, 
teacher has important role should in develop the students 
personality.  
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4) Norms in the Classroom 
Norms in the classroom can influence the students’ 
involvement in academic work and quality of interpersonal 
relations between classmates. We need to recognise that the 
classroom is a place for students not only to study the target 
language but also to develop their relationship with the teacher and 
peers. As stated by Schmuck (2001:193) norms in schools typically 
developed gradually and informally as students learn what 
behaviours are necessary for their group to function effectively. 
Most classroom norms developed as a result of: (a) explicit 
statements by the teacher; (b) critical events in the class’s history; 
(c) what the teacher emphasized during the first week of school; 
and (d) routines and behaviour the students learned in other classes. 
Norms can be categorized as either static or dynamic, 
depending on the amount of active interpersonal influences, and as 
either formal or informal, depending on how codified, public, or 
traditionally they are (Schmuck, 2001:194). Thus, it is important 
for norms to be flexible, because there are so many individual 
differences exist in the classroom. So, by the norm, classroom 
condition can be organized well.   
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5) Classroom Behaviour 
In the classroom behaviour consist of teacher’s behaviour and 
student’s behaviour as the core element of teaching learning 
process in a classroom. Those are will be explained as follows: 
a) Teacher’s behaviour 
Wubbels in Williams and Burden (1997:199) 
distinguished teacher behaviour into two aspect, first is 
instructional-methodological aspect such as selection of content 
and material, methods, strategies and form of assessment. 
Second, is interpersonal aspect, which is a social and emotional, 
and which concerns the creation and maintenance of positive 
and warm classroom atmosphere conductive to learning. 
Teacher’s behaviour is a part in culture of learning. Moreover, 
teachers’ behaviour can be seen in their classroom management 
that reflected in the teaching learning process. 
b) Student’s behaviour 
Every students have different characteristic which 
influence their behaviour. Dealing with students’ behaviour, 
there are four kinds of behaviour, namely on-task behaviour, 
off-task behaviour, disruptive behaviour, and unruly behaviour. 
The three last mentioned belong into problem of behaviour. 
Meanwhile, on-task behaviour is students’s behaviour, which 
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involves doing the work requested by the teacher (Winter in 
Watkins and Biggs, 1995:52). 
Whereas, off-task behaviour is defined as a behaviour 
which is incompatible with doing the work requested by the 
teacher. For example, sleeping and daydreaming. Disruptive 
behaviour, which is also defined by Winter, is students’ 
behaviour that prevents others from working and or teacher from 
teaching, such as conversations unrelated to the task, 
unnecessary out of seat movement, and fighting. Meanwhile, 
unruly behaviour is defined as students’ behaviour which 
contravenes with the rules of behaviour or social convention for 
the students’ classroom or school. Much of either off-task and 
disruptive behaviour belongs into unruly behaviour.  
Meanwhile, Cortazzi in Colleman (1996:170) clarifies 
that students’ behaviour is also influenced by other social factors 
and practical constraints, such as age, ability, gender, the 
language syllabus, exams, materials, immediate classroom 
context, etc. Therefore, students’ behaviour can influence their 
performance in the classroom and their learning achievement. 
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c. The Characteristics of Culture of Learning 
Designing a culture of learning requires a focus on student 
understanding and transfer, rather than focusing on students passing the 
course and advancing to the next grade level. Weber (2016) mentions 
some characteristics of culture of learning, as follows: 
1) Assessment for Learning 
Assessment for Learning is different from tests designed to 
give students a grade. Assessment in a culture of learning is ongoing. 
As stated by Stiggins and DuFour in Weber (2016) “Formative 
assessment, done well, represents one of the most powerful 
instructional tools available to a teacher or a school for promoting 
student achievement.” Teachers and schools can use formative 
assessment to identify student understanding, clarify what comes 
next in their learning, become part of an effective system of 
intervention for struggling students, help students track their own 
progress toward attainment of standards, motivate students by 
building confidence in themselves as learners. 
2) Authentic Tasks 
An Authentic Task asks students to use their ability to analyze 
and solve real world problems. Authentic tasks are often framed by 
an Essential Question which guides understanding. Essential 
Questions have more than one correct answer and they help students 
connect what they know to the answers they are searching for. 
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Authentic Tasks provide students with the opportunity to practice 
these skills multiple times.  
3) Blended Learning 
Purchasing a laptop or tablet for every student will not 
transform traditional schooling into a culture of learning. While 
technology has the ability to transform teaching and learning, 
teachers and administrators still need to focus on learning goals, 
authentic tasks, transfer of understanding, student voice, and student 
contribution. Blended learning is a student-centered approach to 
creating a learning experience whereby the learner interacts with 
other students, with the instructor, and with content through 
thoughtful integration of online and face-to-face environments.  
4) Contribution 
Student contribution is also become the characteristic in 
culture of learning. Teacher should give contribution for students in 
learning because the contribution can develop their learning 
achievement. The students should have involvement in learning. 
5) Genius Hour 
Genius hour has brought attention to critical aspects of 
teaching and learning. Students do not benefit from sit and get.  
Students want to design, create, collaborate, pursue understanding, 
and have choices in how they demonstrate understanding. So, they 
will have meaningful learning activity in the classroom. 
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6) Inquiry Learning 
Terry Heick in Weber (2016) describes Inquiry Learning as 
intellectually active places and highly effective and conducive to 
student learning. In other words, inquiry learning is seen as 
important for some students. In a culture of learning, students answer 
questions and they create their own questions. Teachers are often 
seen as facilitators, rather than the main voice in the classroom. 
7) Leadership Skills 
The world is constantly searching for leaders in business, 
education, politics, media, and in communities. Leadership skills 
should be part of a culture of learning that prepares students for life. 
In a culture of learning, leadership skills are part of the curriculum. 
Students are given multiple opportunities to think like leaders and 
develop their own leadership skills. 
8) Learning Space 
Schools need to redesign the learning space in order to create a 
culture of learning. Learning space is needed by the students to 
achieve the material that given by the teacher. All students deserve a 
learning space, not a classroom. 
9) Outdoor Learning 
Outdoor learning spaces provide students with a chance to 
learn outside the four walls of the classroom. Sterrett as cited in 
Weber (2012) states that if we want to change what happens within 
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our school walls, perhaps we should start by learning outside them. 
Incorporating nature learning in the school is necessary and 
revitalizing.   
10) Reflection 
Reflection involves slowing down to share what we learned. In 
the absence of reflection, it is unlikely that a classroom is a culture 
of learning. To be reflective means to mentally wander through 
where we have been and to try to make some sense out of it. Most 
classrooms are oriented more to the present and the future than to the 
past.  
11) Risk Takers 
Think about the jobs in community. The world needs risk 
takers. However, most employers are seeking innovators and 
employees who are willing to think outside the box. Students need to 
learn to complete project independently and as part of a team. We 
need to challenge students, so they will be prepared for the next level 
of learning. 
12) Student Voice 
In a culture of learning, student voice is one of the main 
characteristics. Students may use their voice in a class debate. 
Blogging is often a way for students to find their voice within a 
classroom or on a larger platform. Students need to learn how to give 
a formal presentation and how to communicate with a teammate. 
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When teachers provide students with authentic tasks, there will be 
opportunities for students to find their voice in the assignment. 
Assessments also provide multiple opportunities for Student Voice. 
13) The 4 Cs 
The 4 Cs are Critical Thinking, Collaboration, 
Communication, and Creativity. Those comopnent is needed in a 
classroom to make the students can achive the goal of learning. Too 
often, students complete assignments without learning these skills.  
14) Teaching for Understanding 
A culture of learning focuses on engaging learners in ‘meaning 
making’ by exploring essential questions and engaging in 
meaningful applications of learning. In a classroom focused on 
teaching for understanding, students will be able to explain their 
work and will be able to transfer their understanding to the next unit 
and across disciplines. 
15) Timely Feedback 
Too often, students are not given timely feedback. Wiggins in 
Weber (2016) states that effective feedback is concrete, specific, and 
useful; it provides actionable information. Beside that, feedback is 
important in the classroom and become a core part in teaching 
learning process. 
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16) Transfer Goals 
Transfer is the ability to extend what has been learned in one 
context to new contexts. Educators hope that students will transfer 
learning from one problem to another within a course, from one year 
in school to another, between school and home, and from school to 
workplace.  
From the explanation about characteristics of culture of learning, 
we can conclude that there are some characteristics in culture of 
learning which can develope the quality of learning in the classroom. 
Designing a culture of learning requires a focus on students 
understanding and transfer, rather than focusing on students passing the 
course and advancing to the next grade level.  
 
3. Review on Culture and Language Teaching-Learning 
a. The Relationship between Culture and Language 
A language is a part of a culture and also constitutes the culture. 
Therefore, culture and language is a unity that can not be separated 
from each other. Wardhaugh (2002:219-220) proposes the relationship 
between culture and language as follows: 
1) The structure of language determines the way in which speakers of 
that language view the world or, as a weaker view, the structure 
does not determine the world-view but is still extremely influential 
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in predisposing speakers of a language toward adopting their world-
view. 
2) The culture of a people finds reflection in the language they 
employ: because they value certain things and do them in a certain 
way, they come to use their language in ways that reflect what they 
value and what they do. 
Meanwhile, according to Kramsch (1998:3-4), language relates 
to culture in the three main complex ways, they are: 
1) Language expresses cultural reality, it is enables its speaker to 
express ideas, facts, attitudes, and beliefs that can only be 
understood when shared within a specific cultural setting. 
2) Language embodies cultural reality, since it is a system that is 
inherently creative, in the sense that is enables people to use it in 
various ways, for example face to face interaction, writing/ reading 
messages, and speakers on the telephone. Moreover, using language 
through one medium or another gives way to a variety of possible 
meanings, depending on the tone of the speaker’s voice, accent, and 
addopted style. 
3) Language symbolizes cultural reality, language is a sign system that 
has a cultural values. Humans identify themselves and others using 
language. They see language as a symbol of their identity, so 
restrictions on the use of language be regarded as a rejection of 
social group and their culture.  
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From those explanation, we can conclude that culture and 
language is one unity. Therefore, language and culture can influence 
each other. So, language and culture have a strong relationship 
especially in language teaching and learning. 
 
b. The Importance of Culture in Language Teaching-Learning 
Understanding that languages and their cultures do possess 
relationships central to the acquisition of linguistic and cultural 
competency is a good starting point for any approach to language 
education. Understanding the nature of the relationship between culture 
and language is central to the process of learning another language. 
Learning to communicate in an additional language involves developing 
an awareness of the ways in which culture interelates with language 
whenever it is used (Scarino and Liddicoat, 2009:18). 
As stated by Sárosdy, et al. (2006:85)  language  is  a means  of 
multicultural education,  which  is  part  of  global  education  and  as  
holistic  approach  is  the characteristic feature of communicative 
language teaching, it is very important for language  teachers  to  
develop  the  students’  personalities,  their  global,  factual knowledge 
about the target culture. In teaching a language, automatically we learn 
about its culture.  
From the explanation above, it can be concluded that language 
cannot be separated from the culture. Thus, particular language is a 
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mirror of particular culture. Besides that, when people learn about a 
language automatically they learn about the culture of its language. 
Culture in language teaching is learned by the students to  develop  the  
necessary  skills  to  locate  and  organize information about the target 
language culture. 
 
B. Previous Related to the Study 
Related to the present research, the researcher needed to review 
previous research of similar topic in order to find out the similarities and 
differences between the previous research and this research. The previous 
researches used by the researcher were: the first was a thesis from Amiratul 
Umi Nur Hidayah, Teacher Training and Education Faculty of Sebelas Maret 
University entitled “Ethnography on Culture of Learning in English Class of 
The International Islamic Elementary School Al-Abidin Surakarta in Academic 
Year 2006/2007”. The researcher used the third grade class of SDII AL- 
ABIDIN Surakarta as the subject of the research and it was chosen based on 
the purposive sampling. The writer used an ethnography qualitative research to 
describe the culture of learning in English class. The instrument used in collect 
the data ware participant observation, interview, and document analysis. The 
result of the research showed that the culture of learning in English class of 
SDII AL-ABIDIN Surakarta is considered belonging into modern way. 
The socond was a journal article of Heather Parris-Kidd and Jenny 
Barnett in 2011. The research entitled “Cultures of Learning and Student 
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Participation: Chinese Learners in a Multicultural English Class in Australia.” 
This study was a case study of three Chinese students in one such multicultural 
pre-university. This study focused on the students’ patterns of classrom 
particiation, the factors they identified as significant in their participantion, and 
also analysis of these factors in terms of cultures of learning. 
The third was a journal article of Lijing Shi published in 2008 entitled 
“The Successors to Confucianism or a New Generation? A Questionnaire 
Study on Chinese Students’ Culture of Learning English. This study examined 
the topic from an empirical perspective. The subject of this study were 400 
Chinese middle-school students. To collect the data, the researcher used 
questionnaire about learning English. This result of this study was Chinese 
students show little difference from their Western counterparts by being active 
learners and preferring a more interactive relationship with their teachers.  
The fourth was a journal article by Majjid Elahi Shirvan, Sajjad 
Ghadamyari, Farhad Ghiasvand, Maryam Heydari, and Fatemeh Azizi 
published in 2016. The study entitled “Analyzing Culture of Learning and 
Teaching in the Iranian Secondary Schools English Language Course Books: 
Prospect.” The purpose of this study were to introduce, investigate, and 
analyze the culture of learning and teaching in Iranian secondary schools 
course books entitled Prospect series. Based on model used in this study, the 
culture of learning and teaching in Prospect series were investigated as 
reflacted in their external features including aims and objectives cited in the 
introduction, tables of content, layout of students’ book, and internal features 
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including task instruction and visual images in students’ book plus the 
instruction in the teacher’s book. The finding of this study provided English 
teachers with adequate awareness regarding the culture of learning and 
teaching to be practiced, modified, or reflected upon in the classroom. 
Basically, this research had similarity with the previous researches 
which concerned on culture of learning. The differences between those 
researches and this research can bee seen from what aspects that the researcher 
studied. In this research, the researcher used descriptive qualitative research. 
the researcher wanted to describe the culture of learning and aspects which 
construct the culture of learning in English teaching learning process at the 
eighth grade of SMP MTA Gemolong (Islamic Boarding School) in the 
2017/2018 academic year. The subject of this research was also different with 
those researches. The subject of this research was the eighth grade students of 
SMP MTA Gemolong in the 207/2018 academic year. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Design of the Research  
The design of this research was qualitative research. Qualitative 
research refers to the meaning, concept, definition, characteristic, metaphor, 
symbol, and description of thing. The type that used in this research was 
descriptive study. Moleong (2004:6) argues that the descriptive data are 
collected in the form of words or pictures instead of members. It started by 
reviewing related literature and collecting the related information.  
In this qualitative research the researcher interacted with people in 
natural setting because the researcher tried to get deeply involved in the 
world of people being studied. In addition, Moleong (2004:11) defines for 
the research reports contains data quotes for serving the real situation. In 
qualitative research, the researcher focused on providing the description of 
phenomena that occured naturally without any manipulation of an 
experiment or treatment from the researcher. The researcher described what 
happened in the field and focused on culture of learning. Particularly, the 
researcher wanted to know about the culture of learning in English teaching 
learning process at the eighth grade of SMP MTA Gemolong in the 
2017/2018 academic year.  
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B. Setting of the Research 
1. Setting of Place 
This research was carried out in SMP MTA Gemolong. This 
school is located at Gemolong, RT 02/III, Gemolong, Sragen. In this 
school, there is a class separation between male and female students. 
The school has 31 classes that consist of 11 classes for VII grade, start 
from VII-A until VII-K, then 10 classes for each VIII and IX grade, start 
from VIII-A until VIII-J, and the last IX-A until IX-J. The time 
allocation for English subject is 4x40 minutes every week for the eighth 
grade.  
SMP MTA Gemolong has many facilities that can support in 
teaching learning process. This school also has two dormitories for male 
and female students. The location of males’ dormitory is in the east of 
the school, meanwhile females’ dormitory is located in the north of the 
school. Geographically, SMP MTA Gemolong is very strategic place to 
study. It has quiet atmosphere, so the students can study well. It also 
adjacent to an educational institution, namely SMP Negeri 1 Gemolong.  
2. Setting of Time 
The research was conducted in March until April 2018 when 
teaching learning process of English lesson. The schedule of English 
lesson were Tuesday and Saturday. 
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C. Subject of the Research 
The subject of the research was the eighth grade students of SMP 
MTA Gemolong in the 2017/2018 academic year. The eighth grade students 
of SMP MTA Gemolong ware divided into 10 classes consist of VIII-A 
until VIII-F for male class and VIII-G until VIII-J for female class. The 
researcher took the subject of this research used purposive sampling 
technique. These consideration involve points that purposive sampling 
focuses on the chosen informant who is rich of information about the focus 
of the study to participate in the research. The participants was chosen based 
on characteristic which was needed by the researcher.  
The researcher chose class of VIII-A for male class and class of 
VIII-I for female class that consist of 37 students for each class as the 
subject of the research. The researcher chose those classes because both of 
them were the most active class than other. Beside that, those classes also 
consist of heterogeneous students which came from various region in 
Indonesia. 
 
D. Source of the Data 
The data in this study consist of some information about culture of 
learning in English teaching learning process. In getting information, the 
researcher took event, informant and document as the source of data, they 
will be explained in the following: 
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1. Event 
The event of this research was in the form of English teaching learning 
process at the eighth grade of SMP MTA Gemolong. 
2. Informant 
The researcher took two English teachers of SMP MTA Gemolong and 
some eighth grade students of SMP MTA Gemolong as the informants to 
be interviewed by the researcher. 
3. Document 
The document as the source of data in this research was all writen 
information concerning with the culture of learning in the classroom. In 
this case, the documentation used by the researcher such as students’ 
worksheet, syllabus, and lesson plan of English subject.  
 
E. Technique of Collecting Data 
In the technique of collecting data the researcher used observation, 
interview, and documents analysis. The following are the detail explanation 
of each technique: 
1. Observation 
In the research, the researcher needed several techniques to collect 
the data and one of them was observation. Burn (1999:80) states that 
observation is a mainstay of action research. It enables the researcher to 
document and reflect systematically upon classroom interactions and 
events, as they actually occur rather than as we think they occur. 
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Observation is source of evidence in research studies to get information 
and knowledge about what we want to describe. In this case, the 
researcher came and observed the class to collect information, to know 
condition and situation during English teaching learning process. The 
researcher conducted the observation in the classroom three times for 
each class of VIII A (male class) and VIII I (female class). 
 In this research, the researcher used passive participant 
observation. The researcher came to the class, but she did not involve in 
the activities which done by the teachers and students in English teaching 
learning process. It means that the researcher did not participate in the 
teaching learning process. The researcher used camera to observe all of 
classroom activities and note to write down the important information 
and the sequence of events in the classroom. Furthermore, the researcher 
made coordination with English teachers of each class to arrange the 
schedule for observation in this research.  
2. Interview  
Interview was another technique used by the researcher in this 
research. Moleong (2004: 186) defines that interview is a technique of 
data collecting by asking questions to the respondent and the answer will 
be note record. Moreover, interview is a technique in which the 
researcher ask to another individual and the question designed to obtain 
answer which relevant to the research problem. Type of interview which 
was used in this research was semi structural interview. It was included 
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in dept-interview. In this type of interview, the researcher should prepare 
list of questions before the interview was being conducted and question 
may be developed during the interview. Moreover, new questions may 
emerge depend on the progress of interview and situation.  
The interview was conducted with some people in SMP MTA 
Gemolong. The researcher made some interview with English teachers 
and some eighth grade students of SMP MTA Gemolong. Before made 
an interview, the researcher as interviewer prepared list of questions in 
order to avoid the interview from too large information and out of 
context. The questions also helped the researcher to make a systematic 
interview, so that the researcher got the information as needed. 
3. Documentation (Document Analysis) 
As stated by Burn (1999: 140) documents could be pertinent to 
the research focus, including student portofolios of written work, student 
records and profiles, lesson plans, classroom materials, letters, class 
memos and newsletter, and previous test or examination paper. The 
researcher analyzed the written information concerning with the culture 
of learning in English teaching learning process. The documents came 
from students’ worksheet, syllabus, and lesson plan of English subject. It 
would be used to support and complete the information which was 
obtained from observation and interview. 
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F. Trustworthiness of the Data 
This research was conducted by applying qualitative research, 
therefore it concerned with the trustworthiness of the data that have been 
collected in the field. The data or information which was gathered from  
observation, interview, and documentation were to see whether the result of 
the research was credible or not. In this research, to check the result of the 
research the researcher used triangulation. Moleong (2004: 330) defines that 
triangulation is a technique to examine the data validation by using other 
means outside the data to verify the data itself to compare them. 
Moleong (2004:330) proposes four types of triangulation, they are 
data triangulation, investigator triangulation, theory triangulation and 
methodology triangulation. In this research, the researcher used two types of 
triangulation. They are will be explained in the following: 
1. Data triangulation  
It is triangulation which uses many sources of data to validate it. It 
means that the same data will be more valid if it is taken from different 
sources. The data which taken from an informant will be compared to the 
data from the another informant. The researcher interwied the teachers 
and students. So, source of data triangulation was done by comparing 
different data which was obtained from different source.  
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Informant 1 
      Interview   Data 
Informant 2 
 
Informant        Interview 
 
Event        Observation  Data 
 
Document        Document  
     Analaysis 
Figure 1.1 The Diagram of Data Triangulation 
 
2.  Methodology triangulation  
It is a triangulation that uses many methods to validate the data. For 
instance, the data which taken from interview will be compared to the 
data which taken from observation and documentation which has the 
same source. If there is a different of data validation, the researcher has 
to find and look for the cause why the data is different, then the 
researcher must reconfirm to the subject and informant of the research. 
The process of data triangulation were the researcher compared the 
result of observation with the result of interview after the researcher 
observed the teaching learning process. The researcher also compared 
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between the result of interview and the result of documentation after 
observed the teaching learning process. 
 
      Interview  
 
        Source of data       Observation            Data 
 
      Document 
       Analysis  
       Figure 2.1 The Diagram of Methodology Triangulation 
G. Technique of Analyzing Data 
The data collection which was obtained from the result of observation, 
interview, and documentation ware analyzed to draw conclusions. In this 
research, the researcher done some procedures to get a data analysis, they 
were reducing the data, presenting the data and drawing conclusion. The 
following are the detail explanation of each procedure: 
1.  Reducing the data 
As stated by Sugiyono (2006: 338) reducing data means 
summarize, choose the basic substance, focus on important substance, 
find the theme and the pattern and dispose unnecessary. It means the 
important information must be taken and unimportan information should 
be ignored. In the observation of collecting data, many things were 
observed. The researcher chose the only thing that can represent the 
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culture of learning in English teaching learning process at the eighth 
grade of SMP MTA Gemolong and also in the interview and the 
documentation. The researcher selected and took the important 
information then eliminated unimportant or unsupported information. So, 
in the process of reducing data, the researcher selected, focused, and 
simplified the data. After reduction the data into the most important 
substance then the data was presented. 
2.  Presenting the data 
In this step, all of the selected data was presented in the form of 
description or narration. Sugiyono (2006: 341) states that the most 
frequent form of the presenting data for qualitative research is in the form 
of narrative text. This technique will be used in arranging the 
information, description, or narrative to get the conclusion. In this step, 
the researcher described the data as detail as the researcher got from the 
field.  Looking at the presenting data helps us to understand, what is 
happening and to do something, further analysis or action based on that 
understanding.  
3. Drawing conclusion or verification based on analyzed data 
The last step in analyzing data was drawing conclusion. In this 
step, the researcher drew the conclusion from the data of the research 
result based on the observation, interview, and document analysis. The 
conclusion was verified throughout the course of study. In drawing 
conclusion the researcher tended to formulate the data and her 
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interpretation. The researcher not only supposed to write up what she had 
seen on the field, but also her interpretation of the observation. 
To made verification based on analyzed data it was important to 
verify the result of this research with another previous research which 
concerned on culture of learning. The process of analyzing data can be 
drawn as follow: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                              Figure 3.1 The Diagram of Interactive Model of Analysis 
 
 
 
 
Collecting the data 
Reducing the data 
Drawing conclusion/ 
Verification 
Presenting the data 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
A. Research Findings 
In this research field, the researcher collected the data by doing 
observation in the classroom, interview with English teachers and students, 
and document analysis. The details of classroom observation and interview 
result were stated on the field note of the research in appendices. The 
researcher described what happen in the field and focused on culture of 
learning. It started by reviewing related literature and collecting the related 
information in the field.  
In addition, the researcher also records the activities were taken during 
English teaching learning process. The researcher took all the data relating to 
English teaching learning at the eighth grade of SMP MTA Gemolong in the 
2017/2018 academic year. There were two terms of research findings in this 
research, they are includes the existence of culture of learning in English 
teaching learning process and also the aspects construct the culture of 
learning in English teaching learning process at the eighth grade of SMP 
MTA Gemolong in the 2017/2018 academic year. The data description of this 
research will be presented as follows: 
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1. The Existence of Culture of Learning in English Teaching Learning 
Process at the Eighth Grade of SMP MTA Gemolong 
In doing teaching and learning process in the class, the teacher and 
students cannot deny that they build the culture of learning in the 
classroom. Based on the observation and interview with the English 
teachers and students, the researcher described about the condition of class 
VIII A (Male class) and VIII I (Female class) when English teaching 
learning process to know about the culture of learning in those class. The 
researcher made a table to clarify about the culture of learning in each 
class based on Weber’s theory. The table was used to make the researcher 
easier in analyzing existing data on the field. Here is the table: 
Table 1.1 Culture of learning in class VIII A and VIII I 
No. 
Characteristics VIII A VIII I 
1. Assessment for learning √ √ 
2. Authentic tasks √ - 
3. Blended learning  - - 
4. Contribution √ √ 
5. Genius hour - - 
6. Inquiry learning √ √ 
7. Leadership skills √ - 
8. Learning space √ √ 
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No. Characteristics VIII A VIII I 
9. Outdoor learning - - 
10. Reflection √ √ 
11. Risk takers - √ 
12. Student voice √ √ 
13. The 4 Cs (Critical Thinking, Collaboration, 
Communication, and Creativity) 
- - 
14. Teaching for understanding √ √ 
15. Timely feedback √ √ 
16. Transfer goals √ √ 
From the table above, here is the detail explanation of culture of 
learning in each class: 
a. Culture of Learning in English Teaching Learning Process of Class 
VIII A (Male class) SMP MTA Gemolong 
1) Assessment for Learning  
In the teaching learning process, there were some 
assessments to support teaching learning process and to know about 
students’ performance. In VIII A class there were some assessments 
in teaching learning process did by the teacher. It stated by the 
teacher in the interview below:  
“Penilaian sikap, ulangan harian, nilai keaktifan, UTS dan 
UAS. Terus juga nilai tugas-tugas mbak, di kelas kan mereka 
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sering di berikan tugas untuk menjawab soal-soal, itu juga 
saya jadikan penilaian untuk mereka.”  
(Interview with the teacher of class VIII A, Mrs. Rasma on 
Thursday, 22th March 2018) 
Besides that, the teacher also made individual and group 
assessment while English teaching learning process to know about 
students learning achievemen. Based on the observation, it could be 
seen in the data AFL-OBS1-AC and AFL-OBS3-AC in the 
following: 
Teacher :”Ibu akan membagi kalian menjadi 5 kelompok 
untuk mengerjakan soal ini (showing the text). 
Kalian bisa berdiskusi dengan teman kalian. Bagi 
yang tidak ikut mengerjakan tidak usah dicatat 
namanya, paham?” 
Students :”Iya Bu.” 
(Observation on 20th March 2018, in data AFL-OBS1-AC) 
 
Teacher :”I want you to identify the generic structure of 
the story. Diidentifikasi generic structurenya dari 
orientasi sampai reorientasi. Dikerjakan di buku 
masing-masing terus dikumpulkan!” 
Students :”Iya Bu. Langsung diLKSnya ya Bu.” 
(Observation on 31st March 2018, in data AFL-OBS3-AC) 
The data AFL-OBS1-AC and AFL-OBS3-AC were support 
in assessment for learning did by the teacher when English teaching 
learning process. The teacher often gave students task while teaching 
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learning process. Usually after gave them explanation about the 
materials. Beside that, the teacher also gave assessment from 
students’ contribution in class. 
2) Authentic Task 
In this class the teacher used authantic task to give 
assessment for students. It could be seen from the teaching learning 
process in the classroom based on obsrvation on 20th March 2018: 
Teacher :”Group one please present your result 
discussion. Nanti kelompok lain bisa memberikan 
tanggapan kalian ya.” 
Students :”Iya Bu.” 
(obsrvation on 20th March 2018, in data AT-OBS1-AC) 
 
 Based on the data above, the teacher devided the students 
into several groups then gave them a task paper. Teacher asked them 
to discuss the task that given with the their group. After they finished 
it, teacher invited each of group representative to present the result 
of their discussion in front of the class. Then she also asked the 
feedback from other groups about the presentation.  
In the class VIII A the students was asked to be active in the 
class. By the authentic task teacher could know about students’ 
achievement. Then from the group discussion and presentation could 
make them had different learning activity in the classroom and 
confidence to show their result of discussion in front of their friends. 
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3) Contribution 
In the teaching learning process of this class, the students were 
allowed to give their contribution in the class. The students 
contribution in the class can be seen from the data CO-OBS3-AC in 
the following: 
Teacher :”Open your book on page 17! Disitu ada sebuah 
cerita, coba kalian baca kemudian diterjemahkan. 
Satu-satu baca perkalimat!” 
Student : “It was a hot day in the forest, itu adalah hari 
yang panas di hutan.”  
(Observation on 31st March 2018, in data CO-OBS3-AC ) 
  
Based on data CO-OBS3-AC, the students gave the 
contribution in learning activity and gave involvement in teaching 
learning process.  Besides that, based on the interview to the English 
teacher. The researcher found the teacher point of view about 
students contribution in class as follow:  
“Guru seharusnya mengajar siswa tanpa adanya tekanan. 
Guru tidak hanya memberikan mereka materi pelajaran, tetapi 
siswa juga harus berpartisipasi di kelas. Sebenarnya, siswa 
adalah subjek dalam pembelajaran bukan hanya sebagai 
objek. Siswa merupakan subjek yang ingin belajar dan guru 
hanya sebagai fasilitator. Selain itu, feedback dari siswa 
penting dalam aktivitas pembelajaran. Karena semua aktivitas 
pembelajaran berasal dari siswa.” 
(Interview with Mrs. Rasma on 20th March 2018). 
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Based on the statement above, it can be concluded that teacher 
wanted to teach students without any pressure. The teacher seen the 
students as the subject in learning rather than as the object. The 
teacher placed herself as the facilitator for her students and need the 
feedback from students in learning activities. Beside that, the 
contribution of students can show their activeness in the teaching 
learning process. 
4) Inquiry Learning 
Inquiry learning is important in a culture of learning in a 
classroom. There was inquiry learning that showed in this class. The 
inquiry learning can be seen from the result of observation in the 
classroom below: 
Teacher :“Sekarang coba buatkan kalimat yang sesuai 
dengan gambar dengan menggunakan verb dua!” 
Students :”The lion was big and strong, the cat slept on the 
chair.” (Show the picture) 
 (Observation on 24th March 2018, in data IL-0BS2-AC) 
In data IL-0BS2-AC above, the teacher tried to know about 
students knowledge by asked them to make some sentences. This 
also could indicate the students gave their opinion and contribution 
in the teaching learning process. 
Beside that, inquiry learning also found in the class 
observation in the following: 
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Teacher  :”Kalian tentukan generic structure dari film  ‘The 
lion and the mouse’!” 
Students :”Semuanya bu?” 
Teacher  :”Iya dong, dari bagian orientasi sampai 
reorientasi.” 
(Observation on 31st March 2018, in data IL-OBS3-AC) 
From those result of data IL-OBS3-AC, the teacher did not 
only explained about the material but also tried to make the students 
active in the class. Students centered activity could give good 
contribution in the teaching learning process of this class.  
5) Leadership Skills 
Leadership skill was also taught by teacher in the teaching 
learning activities. It could be seen from the result of observations in 
the following: 
Teacher  :”Ayo kamu mas pimpin do’a!” 
Student :“Sit down, Please! Let’s pray together, pray 
begin…..Finish!” 
(Observation on 20th March 2018, in data LS-OBS1-AC) 
In data LS-OBS1-AC above, the teacher always asked students 
to lead for pray before they began teaching learning process. In this 
class, the teacher was build leardership skills in the classroom while 
English teaching learning process. Leadership is important to 
develop students’ braveness and built their skill and character. 
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6) Learning Space 
The teacher always made learning space in the classroom when 
English teaching learning process. The learning space of teaching 
learning activity in this class could be seen from the result of the first 
observation until the last observation. In the first until the last 
observation, the techer gave space in learning while teach about the 
material with asked students about their understanding in grasped the 
materials that given by the teacher. It could be seen in the data LES-
OBS1-AC as follow: 
Teacher  :”Apa kalian sudah paham tentang generic 
structure dari Narrative Text? 
Students :”Sudah Bu.”   
(Observation on 20th March 2018, data LES-OBS1-AC ) 
 
Then, learning space in this class of VIII A was also found 
based on the result of observation in the classroom as follow: 
Teacher  :”Catat dulu di buku kalian masing-masing.”  
Students :”Semuanya dicatat Bu?” 
Teacher  :”Iya, nanti biar kalian bisa pakai buat belajar.” 
(Observation on 24th March 2018, data LES-OBS2-AC) 
In data LES-OBS1-AC and LES-OBS2-AC above, it could be 
seen that learning space was always did by teacher in this class. It is 
to give time for students to understand about the materials and to 
make students did not feel bored in the class. Beside that, learning 
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space that given by teacher not only come from the class. The 
teacher also allowed them to learn outside of the class such as library 
and in the laboratory. 
7) Reflection 
Reflection involves slowing down to share what we had been 
learned. In this class there was reflection toward their teaching 
learning activity. It could be seen from the observation below: 
Teacher :”Kalian sudah menyaksikan film tadi kan, apa yang 
bisa kalian pelajari dari film tadi?” 
Students :”Tidak boleh meremehkan orang lain, harus 
menghargai Bu.”  
(Observation on 24th March 2018, data RF-OBS2-AC) 
In the end of class, the teacher also gave reflection of their 
teaching and learning. It could be seen from the observation below: 
Teacher  :”What we can conclude dari materi kita pada hari 
ini? Ada yang tahu?” 
Students :”Belajar tentang bagian-bagian generic structure 
Narrative Text.” 
Teacher  :” Apa saja?” 
Students :”Orientation, complication, resolution, and 
reorientation.” 
 (Observation on 31 Marchst 2018, data RF-OBS3-AC) 
From the data RF-OBS2-AC and RF-OBS3-AC above,  it 
could be concluded that teacher always gave reflaction of teaching 
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learning process. The reflection that given by teacher was related to 
the topic of material. So, students could understand about the 
materials of the lesson. By the reflection in learning activities, 
teacher can know about feedback from the students. 
8) Student Voice 
Student voice also found in the English teaching and learning 
process in class of VIII A.  Students voice is important in teaching 
learning process, because not only teacher which manage the class, 
but students should take part in the teaching learning process. The 
students voice could be seen from the data of observation in the 
classroom below:  
Teacher  :”Kalian tahu jenis-jenis Narrative Text? Apa saja 
sebutkan?” 
Students :”Fabel, Legenda, Horor.” 
Teacher  :”Ya betul, can you mention the example of fabel?” 
Students :”Kancil dan Buaya, Kelinci dan kura-kura, Bu.” 
(Observation on 24th March 2018, data SV-OBS2-AC) 
Beside that, it was also in line with the result of observation on 
31st March 2018, in the following: 
Teacher  :”Dalam cerita ada yang berakhir sad ending dan 
happy ending, coba sebutkan contoh cerita Indonesia 
yang sad ending?” 
Students :”Roro Jonggrang, Tangkuban Perahu. Akhir 
ceritanya sedih itu, Bu.” 
(Observation on 31st March 2018, data SV-OBS3-AC) 
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Based on data SV-OBS2-AC and SV-OBS3-AC above, the 
teacher also gave the students to contribute in the classroom 
activities. The teacher also tried to make the classroom atmosphere 
become active. Students voice make students became active in the 
class and could make the classroom become productive. 
9) Teaching for Understanding 
In the classroom, the teacher taught students to make them 
understand about the materials that given. It could be seen in the 
observations that teacher explain the materials step by step to make 
students understand it well. Teacher releted the materials with 
students background knowledge before explain it as follow: 
Teacher  :”Kalian pernah didongengi?” 
Students :”Pernah Bu, waktu masih kecil sama ibu.” 
Teacher  :”Materi kita hari ini berkaitan dengan cerita.” 
 (Observation on 20th March 2018, data TFU-OBS1-AC) 
From the data TFU-OBS1-AC above, it could be seen that 
teacher related the materials that will be discussed with students’ 
background knowledge. Teacher related it to make the students 
understand about the materials. It also could make students 
interested in learning activity. 
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10) Timely Feedback 
Feedback also found in teaching and learning process of this 
class. It could be seen from the result of observations in the 
following: 
Teacher  :”Bagaimana tanggapanmu terhadap cerita ‘The 
lion and the mouse’? 
Students :”Bagus, mereka akhirnya berteman.” 
Teacher  :”Moral value yang bisa dipetik dari cerita tadi 
apa?”  
Students :”Berbuat baik.” 
(Observation on 24th March 2018, data TF-OBS2-AC) 
From data TF-OBS2-AC above, the students gave their 
feedback toward the movie that have been watched. The feedback 
that given by students indicated the students can achieve materials 
that given by their teacher. Beside that, the researcher also found 
about the teacher’s point of view about the importance students’ 
feedback in teaching learning activities as follow: 
“Guru seharusnya mengajar siswa tanpa adanya tekanan. 
Guru tidak hanya memberikan mereka materi pelajaran, tetapi 
siswa juga harus berpartisipasi di kelas. Sebenarnya, siswa 
adalah subjek dalam pembelajaran bukan hanya sebagai 
objek. Siswa merupakan subjek yang ingin belajar dan guru 
hanya sebagai fasilitator. Selain itu, feedback dari siswa 
penting dalam aktivitas pembelajaran. Karena semua aktivitas 
pembelajaran berasal dari siswa.” 
(Interview with Mrs. Rasma on 20th March 2018). 
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Feedback is important to support teaching learning process in a 
classroom. By providing feedback to students, they are able to see if 
they are on track or if they need to make adjustments in their 
learning. The teacher also can know about the result of learning 
activities and as the correction toward teaching learning process. 
Students can gain confidence quicker when the teachers give them 
more feedback.  
11) Transfer Goals 
Transfer goals can be explicitely seen in the teaching and 
learning process. Based on the result of observations the goals of the 
teaching learning process is to make students understand about the 
materials. It could be seen from the data TG-OBS1-AC, as follow: 
Teacher  :”Tujuan untuk belajar tentang tekt Narrative 
yaitu agar kalian dapat memahami teks Narrative 
dan mendapat hiburan dengan membaca cerita, 
selain itu juga kalian memperoleh moral value dari 
cerita yang dibaca.”  
Students :”Yes.” 
(Observation on 20th March 2018, data TG-OBS1-AC) 
 
Based on data TG-OBS1-AC above, teacher communicate the 
goals of learning. It was in line with the goals that want to achieve 
from the lesson plan made by the English teacher (see the lesson 
plan in the appendix 6). 
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The teacher of this class, also communicate the goal of 
learning materials before explained about the materials to the 
students. She made interaction with the students to know about her 
students’ response toward learning activity. Beside that, the teacher 
gave brainstroming to students in order to make them understand 
well about the material. She also revealed the goals and purposes of 
the materials when began teaching learning process in the class. 
From the information above, we can conclude that goals are 
the big part of learning and students need to know how to set and 
manage goals. Goals of learning that achieved by students can make 
students easier to understand about the materials and give them 
meaningful of learning. 
 
a. Culture of Learning in English Teaching Learning Process of Class 
VIII I (Female class) SMP MTA Gemolong 
1) Assessment for Learning  
In the teaching learning process, there were some 
assessments to support teaching learning process and to know about 
students’ performance in learning activities. In VIII I class there 
were some assessments did by the teacher. It stated by the teacher in 
the interview below: 
“Ada beberapa penilaian di kelas saya yaitu keaktifan, nilai 
tugas karena selain memiliki buku catatan siswa juga 
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memiliki buku tugas. Saya sering memberi mereka tugas 
individu maupun kelompok. Kemudian nilai ulangan harian, 
UTS dan UAS. Tapi saya memberikan porsi yang besar pada 
keaktifan di kelas.” 
 (Interview with the teacher of class VIII I, Mr.Arin on 
Thursday, 22th March 2018) 
In the class of VIII I, the teacher often gave students task 
while teaching learning process. He usually gave them the task after 
gave explanation about the materials. It could be seen from the data 
below: 
Teacher :”Di halaman 44 terdapat beberapa pertanyaan 
berkaitan dengan cerita, you should give your 
answer then collect it!” 
Students :”Ditulis di LKSnya langsung, Pak?” 
Teacher  :”Iya, setelah itu dikumpulkan.” 
(Observation on 20th March 2018, data AFL-OBS1-IC) 
The data AFL-OBS1-IC above support in assessment did by 
the teacher when English teaching learning process. Those 
assessments also include activeness of students in the class while 
teaching learning process. It was not only assessment on task but 
also students’ performance in the class. The teacher also gave big 
portion for activeness in class. 
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2) Contribution 
The students often gave their contribution in the classroom 
when teaching learning process. The students contribution in the 
classroom activity can be seen from the result of observation that 
found by the researcher in the classroom, in the following: 
Teacher :”Siapa saja tokoh dalam cerita ‘The Prince and 
His Best Friends’?” 
Students :”Prince Jonathan, Peter Piper, Franklin.” 
 (Observation on 20th March 2018, data CO-OBS1-IC) 
Based on data CO-OBS1-IC above, the teacher involved the 
students to become active in class and gave their contribution. 
Besides that, based on the interview to the English teacher of class 
VIII I. The researcher found the teacher’s point of view about how 
students should contribution in class as follow: 
“Menurut saya pembelajaran seharusnya Student Based 
Class, jadi siswa sebagai centernya. Kita tidak perlu arahan 
yang terlalu ketat. Karena itu akan membatasi siswa untuk 
mengeksplore dirinya. Guru hanya perlu memberikan arahan 
yang dibutuhkan oleh siswa.” 
(Interview with Mr. Arin on 20th March 2018). 
Based on the information above, it can be concluded that the 
teacher wanted to explore his students. Beside that teacher always 
gave contribution for students while teaching learning process. The 
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teacher also gave the students direction in learning that needed by 
them. 
3) Inquiry Learning 
Inquiry learning is one of way to know the sudents 
understanding about materials that given by teacher. There was 
inquiry learning that showed in the class of VIII I as follow: 
Teacher :”Dari cerita tadi, bagaimana pendapat kalian 
tentang beberapa hal ini?(Show some questions to 
students on the board about: What would you do if 
your friend was in trouble?, What will you do if 
your friend betrayed you?, and the last What is the 
meaning of friendship?)” 
Students :”(Pointed a finger) saya akan membantunya 
menyelesaikan masalah.” 
Teacher :”Ya benar, but in English, please!” 
Students :” I will help to solve the problem.” 
 (Observation on 20th March 2018, data IL-0BS1-IC) 
From the data IL-0BS1-IC above, the teacher tried to know 
about students knowledge with asked them to give their opinion. 
This also could indicate the students can gave their opinion and 
contribution in learning activity. The teacher was look as the 
facilitator in learning rather than source of the answer. 
4) Learning Space 
In the teaching learning process, there were learning space in 
the classroom. The learning space is important to make students can 
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absorbed the learning materials. Learning space in this class could be 
seen from the result of the first observation until the last observation 
in the data LES-OBS1-IC and LES-OBS3-IC as follows: 
Teacher :”Sampai disini ada yang mau ditanyakan?” 
Students :”Tidak Mr.” 
Teacher  :”Kalau tidak, berarti sudah pada paham ya.” 
(Observation on 20th March 2018, data LES-OBS1-IC) 
Then, it also found in when teacher asked students to write 
down the materials and also gave joke for students: 
Teacher  :”Yang ini dicatat dulu.”  
Students :”Iya, Mr.” 
Teacher  :”Dicatat jangan buat tidur.” 
(Observation on 03rd April 2018, data LES-OBS3-IC ) 
From data LES-OBS1-IC and LES-OBS3-IC above, the 
teacher always gave space in learning activity. Beside that, from the 
result of observation above, teacher often made jokes to make the 
students felt enjoy joining the class. Moreover, the teacher of this 
class also provided students to learn not only in their classroom but 
also everywhere. They can learn from the book, learn from the 
environment, library, and also learn in the dormitory (Observation on 
31st March 2018, See field notes in the appendix 1). 
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5) Reflection 
In this class the Mr. Arin as the English teacher of this class 
always gave reflection toward their learning activities. It could be 
seen from the observation in the following: 
Teacher :”Apa pelajaran yang dapat kalian ambil dari cerita 
itu?” 
Students :”Jangan mengkhianati teman.” 
 (Observation on 20th March 2018, data RF-OBS1-IC) 
Based on data RF-OBS1-IC above, the teacher often gave 
reflection while teaching learning process. The reflaction that given 
by teacher was related to the topic of materials. Reflection also as the 
way to know about level of success learning strategy and technique 
used by teacher in teaching learning process. 
6) Risk Takers 
Risk takers is important and become one of chracteristics in 
culture of learning. The teacher of class VIII I provided the students 
opportunity to explore themselves. So, it could make students should 
face some risk in learning. The teacher taught them to become risk 
takers, it could be seen from the observation, in the following: 
Teacher  :”Ada tugas kan kemarin?” 
Students :”Ya, Mr.” 
Teacher  :”How about your task? Siapa yang tidak 
mengerjakan akan mendapat hukuman.”  
(Observation on 31st March 2018, data RT-OBS2-IC) 
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From the data RT-OBS2-IC above, the teacher asked them 
about the tasks that given in the last meeting, then asked students 
who did not do the task would got punishment. So, the teacher taught 
his students to be a dicipline and become a risk takers in their 
learning activity. 
7) Student Voice 
Student voice also found in the English teaching and learning 
process in the class of VIII I. Students voice is important in teaching 
learning process, they should gave their opinion in the class and take 
a part in teaching learning activity. The example of students voice 
could be seen from the data of observation SV-OBS1-IC and SV-
OBS3-IC in the following: 
Teacher :”Language feature in Narrative Text using verb two. 
Tunjukkan mana saja verb dua yang terdapat dalam 
cerita!” 
Students :”There lived a kind young prince named 
Jonathan (Read the text). Verb duanya lived sama 
named.” 
 (Observation on 20th March 2018, data SV-OBS1-IC) 
 Then, it was also found in The observation on 03rd April 
2018, when the teacher asked each student to find one example of 
Noun, Verb, Adjective. It could be seen in the following was when 
teacher asked students to find the example of noun: 
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Teacher :”Give me an example of Noun. Satu siswa kasih 
contoh sau noun. Mulai dari depan ga boleh sama 
dengan temannya.” 
Students :”Book, pen, ruler, board, pencil, shoes, uniform, 
flag, bag, dictionary.... (etc)” 
Teacher  :”Ya jadi Noun itu dapat dengan mudah di 
temukan disekitar kita. Di dalam kelas ini pun juga 
bisa.”  
(Observation on 03rd April 2018, data SV-OBS3-IC) 
From the data SV-OBS1-IC and SV-OBS3-IC above, teacher 
involved his students to speak up in the class while teaching learning 
process. The teacher also tried to make the students active in the 
class, so the classroom atmosphere become productive for teaching 
learning. The students also gave their voice in the class and active to 
give their answer. 
8) Teaching for Understanding 
In the classroom activity it is important to make the students 
understand about the materials given by teacher. In the class of VIII 
I, the teacher taught the students to make them understand well with 
the materials. It could be seen in the following: 
Teacher  :”Do you like watch movie?” 
Students :”Yes.” 
Teacher  :”Film apa?” 
Students :”Kartun kayak Rapunzel, Cinderella, Snow 
White.” 
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Teacher  :”Nah, iya benar. Jadi ada yang tahu kita akan 
belajar tentang apa? Materi kita ini kayak film-
film seperti itu.” 
(Observation on 20th March 2018, data TFU-OBS1-IC) 
From the data TFU-OBS1-IC above, it could be seen that the 
teacher gave brainstroming for students to introduce them about the 
new materials that would be discussed. It could be seen in the 
observation that teacher explained the materials step by step to make 
students understand it well. The teacher also related it with students’ 
background knowledge.  
9) Timely Feedback 
Feedback also found in teaching and learning process of this 
class. It could be seen from the result of observation while teaching 
learning process as follow: 
Teacher  :”Bagaimana pembelajaran kita hari ini? Kita 
belajar tentang apa saja?” 
Students :”Belajar tentang Narrative Text. Cerita ‘The 
Prince and His Best Friends’.” 
(Observation on 20th March 2018, data TF-OBS2-IC) 
Based on data TF-OBS2-IC above, the students gave their 
feedback toward the story that have been read. Feedback from 
students could indicate the students understanding of materials given 
by their teacher. Feedback also can support teaching learning 
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activities in the class. Feedback that given by the teacher to students 
can raise students’ performance. 
10) Transfer Goals 
Based on the observation, the researcher found that the teacher 
of class VIII I always transfered the goals of learning. It could be 
seen from observation in the classroom as follow:  
Teacher  :”Tujuan mempelajari Narrative Text itu agar 
kalian mengetahui generic structurenya dan untuk 
saran hiburan. Karena tujuan dari Narritive Text 
itu for entertain the reader.” 
Students :”Yes, Sir.” 
(Observation on 20th March 2018, data TG-OBS1-IC) 
 
From data TG-OBS1-IC  above, while taught about Narrative 
Text, the teacher informed the students about the aim of the 
materials to make them understand about the materials that given by 
teacher while teaching learning process.  The goals of materials 
should be transfered to students. The goals of learning activities can 
make teaching learning process more valuable for students. The 
teacher transfered the goals of learning to the students is one of 
criteria success of  teaching learning process. It was supported by the 
interview with the English teacher, in the following: 
“Hal itu sudah jelas dalam RPP bahwa kriteria suksesnya 
adalah siswa paham dengan materi yang diajarkan dan guru 
dapat menyampaikan tujuan dari pembelajaran kepada siswa. 
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Hal itu lebih mudah diketahui dari nilai mereka. Jika mereka 
mendapat nilai bagus artinya guru sukses dalam mengajar. 
Akan tetapi yang lebih penting yaitu untuk tahu kebiasaan 
mereka menggunakan bahasa Inggris.” 
(Interview with Mr. Arin, English teacher of class VIII I on 
20th March 2018). 
From the interview above, the teacher explained that the goals 
of material should be transmitted for students. The goals important 
for students in learning process, so they will know the goal of their 
learning activities and make students more understanding about 
materials that given by teacher. 
 
2. The Aspects Construct Culture of Learning in English Teaching 
Learning Process at the Eighth Grade of SMP MTA Gemolong 
Culture of learning in a classroom is constructed by some aspects 
which can support teaching learning activities in the classroom. As stated 
by Cortazzi in Solstad (2002:93) there are some aspects includes in culture 
of learning they are behaviours, norms, values, beliefs, and expectations in 
language classroom. The data display of each aspects which construct the 
culture of learning in English teaching learning process at the eighth grade 
of SMP MTA Gemolong in the 2017/2018 academic year will be 
explained in the following: 
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Table 2.1 Aspects Construct Culture of Learning in Class VIII A and VIII 
I 
No. 
Aspects VIII A VIII I 
1. Expectation in language  classroom:   
Teacher expectation √ √ 
Students expectation √ √ 
2. Beliefs about language learning:   
Teacher belief √ √ 
Students belief √ √ 
3. Norm in the classroom √ √ 
4. Values in the classroom √ √ 
5. Classroom behaviour:   
Teacher behaviour √ √ 
Students behaviour √ √ 
In each class of VIII A ( Male class) and VIII I (Female class) had 
aspects which construct culture of learning in their English class. The 
detail explanation of aspects that construct culture of learning in English 
teaching learning process of each class VIII A ( Male class) and VIII I 
(Female class) will be expained by the researcher as follow: 
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a. The Aspects Construct Culture of Learning in English Teaching 
Learning Process of Class VIII A (Male class) SMP MTA 
Gemolong  
1) Expectations in Language Classroom 
There were some expectations in the English class of class VIII 
A, included teacher expectation and students expectation. They are 
will be explained in the followings: 
a) Teacher Expectation 
The teacher in class of VIII A has her expectations in 
English teaching learning process. The expectation could 
influence the students’ performance and behaviour in the class. 
Based on interview to the English teacher, there was teacher 
expectation about the ideal relationship between teacher and 
students in the following: 
“Menurut saya, hubungan yang ideal antara guru dengan 
muridnya yaitu seperti siswa adalah orang yang 
membutuhkan pengetahuan dan guru dibutuhkan oleh 
siswa untuk memberikan pengetahuan, secara emosional, 
guru dapat menganggap siswa sebagai anak mereka 
sendiri yang harus dirawat dengan baik.” 
(Interview with Mrs. Rasma on 20th March 2018) 
Then, the teacher of class VIII A also said about her 
expectation toward students participation in learning activities as 
follow: 
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“Guru seharusnya mengajar siswa tanpa adanya tekanan. 
Guru tidak hanya memberikan mereka materi pelajaran, 
tetapi siswa juga harus berpartisipasi di kelas. 
Sebenarnya, siswa adalah subjek dalam pembelajaran 
bukan hanya sebagai objek. Siswa merupakan subjek yang 
ingin belajar dan guru hanya sebagai fasilitator. Selain 
itu, feedback dari siswa penting dalam aktivitas 
pembelajaran. Karena semua aktivitas pembelajaran 
berasal dari siswa.”  
(Interview with Mrs. Rasma on 20th March 2018) 
Based on the result of interview above, the teacher had her 
expectations related to the relationship between teacher and 
students. The teacher expected that teacher should take care of 
his/her students well. The teacher also explained that teacher 
should teach students without pressure to make them enjoy in 
learning activity.  
b) Students Expectation 
The students of this class also had their own expectation 
toward the teacher’s style of teaching. It could be seen from the 
interviews in the following: 
Interviewer  : “Apakah cara ngajarnya Bu Rasma sudah 
sesuai dengan harapan kamu belum?” 
Student 1  : “Sudah sesuai, tapi aku pengen yang ada 
gamenya gitu.” 
(Interview with one of VIII A student named Muh Alif 
Ghoziaan 05th April 2018) 
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Another student, also had his own expectation toward 
teacher’s teaching style and behaviour, in the following: 
Interviewer : “Apakah cara ngajarnya Bu Rasma sudah 
sesuai dengan harapan kamu belum?” 
Student 2 : “Sudah sesuai, karena pelajarannya enak 
terus gurunya enggak galak.” 
(Interview with one of VIII A student named Hafidz 
Kausar Ma’ruf on 05th April 2018) 
From the result of interview above, each students had their 
own expectation toward the teacher’s way of teaching. But at all 
they felt the teacher’s style of teaching was suitable with their 
expectation. Beside that, they felt enjoy with the teacher’s style 
of teaching. 
2) Beliefs About Language Learning   
There were some beliefs in the English teaching learning 
process of class VIII A, it were included teacher and students belief. 
They are will be presented in the followings: 
a) Teacher Beliefs 
The teacher belief about language learning was important 
to support teaching learning process in the classroom. The teacher 
of class VIII A had beliefs about language learning it was found 
in the result of interview in the following: 
”Mempelajari suatu bahasa adalah sebuah kebiasaan. 
Jika kita memiliki kebiasaan untuk membaca, menulis, dan 
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berbicara dengan suatu bahasa kita tentu dapat 
menggunakannya dengan baik. Selain itu, kita seharusnya 
mengaitkan materi dari sebuah bahasa dengan kehidupan 
nyata siswa.”  
(Interview with Mrs. Rasma on 20th March 2018) 
Then, the teacher also had beliefs toward learners that was  
found in the result of interview below: 
Interviewer : “Apakah Ibu setuju dengan sebuah konsep 
‘A large jug and mugs’ dimana guru adalah 
‘A large of jug’ yang mempunyai 
pengetahuan dan siswa adalah ‘The mugs’ 
yang harus diisi dengan pengetahuan. 
Sehingga kemampuan siswa tergantung pada 
seberapa besar daya tampung yang 
dimilikinya untuk menyerap pengetahuan 
yang diberikan guru? 
Teacher : “Saya sebenarnya tidak setuju, konsep itu 
menurut saya kurang tepat. Siswa bukan 
hanya seperti gelas yang kosong. Mereka 
harus menyerap materi dan memberikan 
feedback dalam proses pembelajaran. Jadi, 
pembelajaran itu berdasarkan proses bukan 
hanya hasilnya saja.”   
(Interview with Mrs. Rasma on 24th March 2018). 
The teacher of this class also had belief about the ideal 
relationship in language learning and how teacher gave position 
to the students as follow: 
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“Guru sebagai fasilitator dalam pembelajaran. Siswa 
seperti sebuah pohon yang harus diberi pupuk dan cahaya 
matahari yang cukup untuk membuatnya tumbuh dengan 
baik. Jadi, guru harus merawat siswa dengan baik jika 
ingin memetik hasil yang baik.” 
Based on the result of interview above, the teacher had her 
own belief about language learning. She belived that language 
should be learn and become a habit to make it easily. Beside that, 
learning was from the process not only from the result She also 
believed that teacher should be the facilitator for students. 
Beside that, teacher also had belief about the importance 
reward and punishment in language learning. It stated by the 
teacher in the interview below: 
 “Ya, reward dan punishment diperlukan. Sebagai contoh, 
memberikan reward dalam bentuk nilai. Siswa yang bisa 
menjawab pertanyaan akan diberikan nilai. Tetapi, 
punishment seharusnya dikurangi karena reward justru 
dapat membuat siswa lebih produktif. Dengan tidak 
memberikan nilai kepada siswa itu saja sudah termasuk 
punishment bagi mereka.” 
(Interview with Mrs. Rasma on 20th March 2018). 
Teacher believed that reward could give a positive impact 
for students, it was also found in the class that teacher rarely gave 
the students punishment. She only warned them if they made a 
mistake in class. 
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b) Students Belief 
In the class of VIII A, the students also had their own 
belief about English teaching learning which found in the 
interviews on Thursday, 05rd April 2018. It could be seen in the 
followings: 
“Pelajarannya ya gampang cuman kalau materinya agak 
susah jadi bingung. Kosa katanya kan juga belum banyak 
yang hafal.” 
(Interview with one of VIII A student named Muh Alif 
Ghoziaan) 
 
“Dulu kan di SD enggak ada pelajaran Bahasa Inggris 
terus sekarang disini ada Bahasa Inggris. Pertama 
kalinya ya agak kesulitan tapi lama-lama ya enak, guru-
gurunya juga enak.” 
 (Interview with one of VIII A student named Hafidz 
Kausar Ma’ruf) 
Then, the researcher also found student belief about the 
importance of English for learning as follow: 
 “Perlu banget, kan Bahasa Inggris itu bahasa 
internasional terus dipakai dimana-mana. Diinternet juga 
kebanyakan pakai Bahasa Inggris. Jadi penting lah 
Bahasa Inggris.” 
(Interview with one of VIII A student named Muh Alif 
Ghoziaan) 
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“Sangat perlu, soalnya kan dunia semakin maju. Terus 
pernah dengar cerita dari teman masnya daftar kerja dites 
pakai Bahasa Inggris. Nanti untuk cari kerja perlu.” 
(Interview with one of VIII A student named Hafidz 
Kausar Ma’ruf) 
Based on the interview with students of VIII A above, the 
students believed that English was important to learn and it was 
useful for them. English is dominant language that can help them 
to communicate. 
3) Values in the Classroom 
In this class there were some values that wanted to build by the 
English eacher. It could be seen from result of interview with the 
teacher in the following: 
“Saya ingin membangun nilai-nilai religius yang terutama, 
karena sebagai guru saya harus membentuk akhlak yang baik 
bagi siswa. Selain itu, saya juga berupaya untuk membangun 
nilai-nilai tanggung jawab, jujur dan disiplin karena itu 
merupakan poin penting dalam pembelajaran. Karena 
pembelajaran bukan semata-mata mengejar nilai tetapi juga 
untuk membentuk pribadi yang berbudi pekerti.” 
(Interview with Mrs. Rasma on 24th March 2018). 
Those values were found in this class while teaching learning 
process. The reseacher also found values that was built in the 
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classroom also includes in the lesson plan made by the teacher (See 
lesson plan in the appendix 6). 
4) Norms in the Classroom 
In the class of VIII A there were some rules that become norm 
for teacher and students. The norm was agreeded by teacher and 
students in English class while teaching learning process. The norms 
that existed in the class VIII A could be seen below: 
“Di kelas saya ada sebuah peraturan untuk meminta permisi 
dengan menggunakan Bahasa Inggris.”  
(Interview with English teacher of VIII A, Mrs. Rasma  on 20th 
March 2018). 
Beside that, the reseacher also found information about norms 
in the class of VIII A based on the interview with student of VIII A 
class on 05th April 2018, in the following:  
”Ada, jadi pas pertama kali masuk kelas VIII kan Bu Rasma 
sudah ngasih peraturan kalau mau WC harus ijin pakai 
Bahasa Inggris terus ga boleh tidur, ribut di kelas.”  
(Interview with student of class VIII A named Hafidz Kausar 
Ma’ruf) 
Based on the information above, there were some values that 
should be obeyed in the English class. Those norms were informed 
by teacher in the first meeting of English lesson. It was in line with 
the result of observation in the classroom, when a student ask 
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permission to go to the toilet in Bahasa, then teacher asked him to 
repeat it in English (Observation in the class on 31st March 2018, see 
field notes in the appendix 1). 
5) Classroom Behaviour 
There were teacher and students behaviour found in the class 
of VIII A. They were includes: 
a) Teacher Behaviour 
Teachers behaviour can be seen from their classroom 
management. The reseacher found the behaviour of teacher in 
handling students who break the norms of the class from result of 
interview, in the following: 
“Saya biasanya menegur mereka, tetapi jika mereka 
masih tidak memperdulikan mereka akan mendapat 
konsekuensi yang lebih. Seperti, saya tidak 
memperbolehkan mereka mengikuti pelajaran saya.” 
(Interview with Mrs. Rasma on 20th March 2018). 
It was in line with the result of observation on 20th March 
2018 when teacher explained the materials, there were students 
who made a noisy then teacher warned the students to keep 
silent (Observation in the classroom on 20th March 2018, see 
field notes in the appendix 1). 
Beside that, from the result of interview with student the 
researcher also found information about teacher behaviour while 
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gave warning to her students while teaching learning process in 
the following: 
“Pertamanya diperingatkan, tapi meringatinnya enak lah, 
enggak galak. Tapi kalau misalnya marah nanti minta 
maaf.”  
(Interview with Hafid Kausar Makruf, student of class 
VIII A). 
From the interview above, the teacher often warned her 
students in the class if they break the norms. But, the teacher of 
this class also gave treatment for students based on their level in 
learning. It could be seen from the result of interview as follow: 
“Saya biasanya melakukan pendekatan individual dengan 
siswa yang mengalami kesulitan belajar. Saya 
menanyakan tentang kesulitan apa yang mereka hadapi 
dan memberi mereka motivasi.” 
((Interview with Mrs. Rasma on on 20th March 2018) 
 
“Siswa yang memiliki perkembangan belajar cepat 
biasanya akan bertanya tentang materi yang belum 
dipahami dan mereka lebih aktif di kelas. Saya 
memfasilitasi mereka jika mereka bertanya.” 
(Interview with Mrs. Rasma on on 20th March 2018) 
The teacher of this class cared with her students. The 
teacher gave attention for students in learning the materials of 
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English lesson. Especially for students who had difficulties in 
learning. 
b) Student Behaviour 
Based on the interview with Mrs. Rasma, the teacher of 
class VIII A the reseacher found information about students 
behaviour in the classroom. It could be seen from interview in 
the following: 
“Bermacam-macam mbak, ada yang ramai ada juga yang 
aktif bahkan pasif. Tapi masih bisa dikontrol mereka di 
kelas.” 
(Interview with Mrs. Rasma on 20th March 2018). 
 
Beside that, from the interview with student the researcher 
also found information about students behaviour in the 
classroom while English teaching learning process as follow: 
“Ya diperhatikan pas guru menjelaskan materi, tapi 
kadang juga ikut ngobrol di kelas kalau bosen.”  
(Interview on 05th April 2018 with Muh Alif Ghoziaan). 
It was in line with result of observations in the classroom 
while English teaching learning process the teacher warned the 
students who made noisy and slept in the class while teaching 
learning process (Observation in the classroom on 24th March 
2018, see field notes in the appendix 1). 
From the inservation above, the researcher found that 
students sometimes break the classroom rules while English 
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teaching learning process. But, the teacher always warned them, 
then they also focus in the class if teacher gave warning. 
b. The Aspects Construct Culture of Learning in English Teaching 
Learning Process of Class VIII I (Female class) SMP MTA 
Gemolong 
1) Expectations in Language Classroom 
There were some expectation in the English class, includes 
teacher expectation and students expectation. They are in the 
followings: 
a) Teacher Expectation 
Teachers have their own expectation in the teaching 
learning process. The expectation can influence their students 
behaviour in the class. Based on interview to the teacher on 20th 
March 2018, there was teacher expectation in about the ideal 
relationship between teacher and students in language classroom 
as follow: 
“Menurut saya, hubungan yang ideal antara guru dengan 
siswa yaitu pertama, guru sebagai model dan siswa akan 
meniru gurunya. Kedua, guru sebagai sumber 
pengetahuan dan siswa menimba pengetahuan dari 
gurunya. Guru juga sebagai fasilitator yang mencoba 
untuk menemukan pengetahuan siswa.” 
 (Interview with Mr. Arin on 20th March 2018). 
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Moreover, the teacher of class VIII I also had an 
expectation about how students should participate in language 
classroom while teaching learning process in the following: 
“Menurut saya pembelajaran seharusnya Student Based 
Class, jadi siswa sebagai centernya. Kita tidak perlu 
arahan yang terlalu ketat. Karena itu akan membatasi 
siswa untuk mengeksplore dirinya. Guru hanya perlu 
memberikan arahan yang dibutuhkan oleh siswa.” 
(Interview with Mr. Arin on 20th March 2018). 
Based on the result of interview above, the teacher had his 
own expectation related to the relationship between teacher and 
students like the teacher as the facilitator for students. He also 
explained that the students should become the center in the 
classroom activities.  
b) Students Expectation 
Students of this class also had their own expectations 
toward the teacher’s style of teaching. It could be seen from the 
interview in the following: 
Interviewer : “Apakah cara ngajarnya Pak Arin sudah 
sesuai dengan harapan Devi belum?” 
Student 1 : “Sudah sesuai, tapi aku tuh nggak begitu 
suka sama pelajaran Bahasa Inggris. Jadi 
pelajarannya menyenangkan tapi kadang 
aku nggak paham.” 
(Interview student of class VIII I, Andini Devi Anggraeni 
on 02nd April 2018) 
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Beside that, another student also had his own expectation 
about teacher’s teaching style, it could be seen in the result of 
interview below: 
Interviewer : “Apakah cara ngajarnya Pak Arin sudah 
sesuai dengan harapan kamu belum?” 
Student 2 : “Sebagian udah, tapi untuk jenjangku ini 
mungkin tingkatannya tuh kurang, soalnya 
dulu di SDku yang pelajaranku sekarang ini 
udah ada jadi diulangin lagi sekarang. Kan 
di SDku dulu bukunya pakai Cambridge dari 
Singapura jadi kan pelajaran Bahasa Inggris 
kelas 6 di Singapura udah kayak 
pelajarannya SMP kelas 3 gitu.” 
(Interview with student of class VIII I, Zulfa Nur Fadhilah 
on 02nd April 2018). 
From the result of interview above, each students had their 
own expectation toward the teacher. But, at all they felt the 
teacher’s style of teaching was suitable with their expectation. 
2) Beliefs About Language Learning   
There were some beliefs that were found the English class, 
included teacher and students belief. They will be presented in the 
followings: 
a) Teacher Belief 
Every teacher have their own belief about language 
teaching and learning. The researcher was found the teacher belief 
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about language learning from the result of interview with teacher 
as follow: 
”Tujuan dari orang untuk mempelajari bahasa adalah 
untuk berkomunikasi dengan baik. Tetapi didalam 
kurikulum kita, orientasinya berdasarkan nilai. Itu 
merupakan sebuah ironi, masih banyak anggapan 
mempelajari Bahasa Inggris untul mendapatkan nilai 
yang bagus saat UN tidak mempelajari itu seutuhnya.” 
(Interview with Mr. Arin on 20th March 2018). 
Then, the researcher was also found about teacher belief 
toward language learner in the result of interview with the teacher 
in the following: 
Interviewer : “Apakah Bapak setuju dengan sebuah 
konsep ‘A large jug and mugs’ dimana guru 
adalah ‘A large of jug’ yang mempunyai 
pengetahuan dan siswa adalah ‘The mugs’ 
yang harus diisi dengan pengetahuan. 
Sehingga kemampuan siswa tergantung pada 
seberapa besar daya tampung yang 
dimilikinya untuk menyerap pengetahuan 
yang diberikan guru?” 
Teacher : “Saya kurang setuju dengan konsep itu. 
Karena dalam kurikulum 2013 siswa harus 
aktif berpartisipasi di kelas. Memang benar 
jika guru sebagai sumber pengetahuan, 
tetapi akan lebih tepat jika guru sebagai 
fasilitator dan memberikan arahan kepada 
siswa dalam belajar. Jika kita menemui 
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sebuah kasus, ketika siswa tidak dapat 
mengeksplore diri mereka padahal kita 
sudah memancingnya, akhirnya kita harus 
membantu mereka dan menjadi ‘jug’ tadi.” 
(Interview with Mr. Arin on on 24th March 2018) 
In this research, it also found about teacher belief toward 
relationship between teacher and students in language learning 
and how to give position for students in the teaching learning 
process as follow: 
“Saya mengangap siswa sebagai orang yang ingin belajar 
dan saya sebagi fasilitator dan guide mereka. Saya 
mengibaratkan mereka seperti orang yang yang mencoba 
menemukan sebuah tempat. Jadi, guru harus memberikan 
arahan yang tepat untuk membuat mereka menemukan 
tempat itu. Karena guru sebagai orang yang tahu tempat 
yang dituju siswa.” 
(Interview with Mr. Arin on on 24th March 2018). 
Based on the result of interview above, the teacher had his 
own belief about language learning. He belived that language 
should be learn to make people able to communicate well. He also 
believed that teacher should be the guide and faclitator for 
students. 
Beside that, the teacher of this class had belief about reward 
and punishment in teaching learning activities as follow: 
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“Reward dan punishment itu sangat diperlukan. Karena 
jika siswa diberi reward, seperti nilai, motivasi, pujian 
siswa akan merasa sangat senang. Jadi, itu dapat 
memotivasi mereka untuk lebih giat belajar. Hukuman 
terkadang juga dibutuhkan. Karena dengan punishment 
akan membuat siswa itu takut. Jadi mereka tidak akan 
melakukan pelanggaran lagi.” 
(Interview with Mr. Arin on on 24th March 2018) 
From the data above, the teacher beliefs that reward and 
punishment was needed in class to support teaching learning 
process. Reward that given could make students had motivation to 
learn and the punishment could make them wary with their 
behaviour in class. Punishment that given by teacher was in the 
form of smoothness, such as admonish the students in gentle way 
without criticism, scholding or sarcasm.  
b) Students Belief 
In this class, the students also had their own belief about 
English teaching learning. For example: 
Interviewer : “Bagaimana pendapat Devi tentang 
pelajaran Bahasa Inggris?” 
Student 1 : “Seru, soalnya cara ngajarnya enak.” 
 (Interview with student of class VIII I, Andini Devi 
Anggraeni on 02nd April 2018) 
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Beside that, another student also had her belief about 
English teaching learning that found in the result of interview in 
the following: 
Interviewer : “Bagaimana pendapat Devi tentang 
pelajaran Bahasa Inggris?” 
Student 2 :“Seru, asyik, buat nambah pengalaman. 
Soalnya aku nggak pernah bosen gitu loh 
Miss buat belajar Bahasa Inggris, dari SD 
soalnya aku udah seneng pelajaran Bahasa 
Inggris.” 
 (Interview with student of class VIII I, Zulfa Nur 
Fadhilah on 02nd April 2018) 
The researcher also found students belief about the 
importance of English for themselves in this globalization era as 
follow: 
“Kalau menurutku perlu Miss, soalnya kan pelajaran 
Bahasa Inggris diUN juga ada. Terus kalau kita mau ke 
luar negeri kan kita pakainya juga Bahasa Inggris.” 
(Interview with Andini Devi Anggraeni on 02nd April 
2018). 
 
“Ya diperlukan kalau nanti buat UN, terus kalau dapat 
beasiswa ke luar negeri kan nanti pakainya Bahasa 
Inggris untuk komunikasi. Pokoknya penting Miss buat 
kedepannya.” 
(Interview with Zulfa Nur Fadhilah on 02nd April 2018). 
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Based on the interview above, the students believed that 
English was important and needed in this globalization era. It is 
needed for media to communicate and become one of subject in 
National Examination. 
3) Values in the Classroom 
Values were also found in the class of VIII I. The teacher of 
this class built some values to support teaching learning process and 
invest those values to his students to make them had good character. 
It could be seen from result of interview with teacher in the 
following: 
“Nilai-nilai kedisiplinan, kerja keras, toleransi dan 
menghargai orang lain. Tetapi hal utama yang ingin saya 
bangun di kelas adalah nilai agamanya. Karena ada pepatah 
yang mengatakan bahwa ‘Ilmu tanpa Agama sama buta, 
Agama tanpa ilmu lumpuh.’ Jadi siswa harus dibekali dengan 
ilmu dan nilai Agama agar dapat berjalan dengan selaras.” 
(Interview with Mr. Arin on 24th March 2018). 
Based on interview above, there were some values was built in 
the classroom and become the aspects that cuntruct culture of 
learning in that class. The reseacher also found that values that was 
built in the classroom. 
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4) Norms in the Classroom 
In VIII I class there were some rules that become norms for the 
teacher and students. The norm was agreeded by teacher and 
students of this class. The information about norms of this class was 
stated by the teacher in the result of interview in the following: 
 “Ada beberapa persetujuan di kelas saya. Contohnya, di kelas 
saya siswa di perbolehkan untuk makan atau minum, tetapi 
mereka harus meminta izin kepada saya terlebih dahulu. 
Mereka juga saya minta untuk membawa kamus saat pelajaran 
Bahasa Inggris. Itu untuk memudahkan mereka untuk 
menemukan arti kosa kata yang sulit.” 
(Interview with Mr. Arin on 20th March 2018). 
Beside that, based on the interview with student of class VIII I 
on 02nd April 2018, the reseacher also found information about 
norms in the classroom, as follow:  
”Ada, jadi kalau pas pelajaran Bahasa Inggris harus bawa 
kamus, terus kalau mau ijin-ijin gitu harus pakai Bahasa 
Inggris. Di kelasnya Pak Arin itu boleh minum di kelas tapi 
harus ijin dulu.” 
(Interview with Zulfa Nur Fadhilah on 02nd April 2018). 
Based on the interview above, there were some values that 
should be obeyed in the English class. The students would get 
consequences from the teacher if they break the norms. The teacher 
allowed the students to drink in the class. But, they should ask 
teacher permission first. The norms of this class have been existed 
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and become part of the teacher and students. The students will get 
consequences if they break the norms. 
5) Classroom Behaviour 
There were teacher and students behaviour which were found 
in the class of VIII I. They are will be presented below: 
a) Teacher Behaviour 
Teacher behaviour become important point in the classroom 
activities. The reseacher found some teacher behaviours in 
handling students which broke the norms of the class. It stated by 
the teacher based on interview below: 
“Saya menegur mereka. Tetapi karena di kelas saya 
muridnya cewek semua, saya biasanya memberikan 
sindiran-sindiran kecil untuk lucu-lucuan, dan kadang saya 
menyanyikan lagu untuk mereka yang melakukan 
pelanggaran.” 
(Interview with Mr. Arin on 20th March 2018). 
It was in line with the result of observation. When teacher 
explained the materials, there was a students who made a noisy 
then he warned to her with sing a song. Actually the song entitled 
‘Pelangi’ but he change the word pelangi with ‘Nasywa’ the 
named of student who made a noisy (Observation on 20th March 
2018, see field notes in the appendix 1). 
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Beside that, from result of interview with students the 
researcher also found information about teacher behaviour in the 
classroom while gave warning for his students in the following: 
“Pertamanya itu dibilangin dulu, terus biasanya lebih di 
tegasin lagi kalau ada yang ramai pas pelajaran.” 
(Interview with Zulfa Nur Fadhilah, a student of VIII I 
class on 02nd April 2018) 
Beside that, the teacher also had behaviour in handling 
students based on students level on learning, the teacher gave 
different treatment for his students. It could be seen from the 
interview as follow: 
“Menurut saya guru perlu melakukan personal approach 
kepada siswa. Terutama siswa yang memiliki kesulitan 
belajar, saya akan lebih sering memotivasi mereka.” 
(Interview with Mr. Arin on 24th March 2018). 
 
“Siswa yang cepat dalam belajar harus membantu 
temannya yang kesulitan dalam mempelajari materi. Jadi 
hal itu akan menciptakan kultur budaya belajar yang baik, 
yaitu saling membantu satu sama lain.” 
(Interview with Mr. Arin on 24th March 2018). 
Based on interview above, the teacher behaviour in the 
classroom was often gave warning for the students if they made 
the misbehaviour in the class. But teacher also made personal 
approach for students. It could be seen from the interview below: 
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“Sebagai seorang guru, saya perlu melakukan pendekatan 
individual dengan siswa saya untuk mengetahui level 
mereka dalam belajar and mencoba untuk mengetahui 
karakter mereka. Saya biasanya melakukan pendekatan 
individual dengan siswa yang memiliki motivasi rendah 
dalam belajar, kemudian memberikan mereka nasihat dan 
motivasi.” 
(Interview with Mr. Arin on 24th March 2018). 
The teacher behaviour was reflected in the class when 
teaching learning process. The teacher gave motivate the students 
for study and never give up “Kalian jangan patah semangat, nilai 
kalian masih bisa diperbaiki, ruang kelas bukan satu-satunya 
tempat belajar, kalian bisa belajar dimanapun dan kapanpun, 
termasuk belajar dari lingkungan maupun belajar di 
perpustakaan atau asrama.” (Observation on 31st March 2018, 
see field notes in the appendix 1). 
From the observation above, teacher was a show that he had 
a close relationship with his students. He often did personal 
approach with his students, especially with students who had 
difficulties in learning the materials. 
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b) Student Behaviour 
Based on the interview with teacher the reseacher found the 
students behaviour in the classroom while English teaching 
learning process. It could be seen from interview, in the 
following: 
“Ada siswa yang aktif tapi kadang-kadang mereka juga 
melakukan beberapa pelanggaran di kelas seperti melamun 
dan ramai di kelas. Jadi kadang tidak memperhatikan, jadi 
saya sering tegur mereka supaya mereka fokus dengan 
pelajaran lagi.” 
(Interview with Mr. Arin on 20th March 2018). 
 
Beside that, from the interview with students the researcher 
also found information about students behaviour in the class. For 
Example: 
“Kadang-kadang kalau aku udah males gitu aku ngantuk, 
tapi kalau dijelasin materi gitu diperhatikan terus dicatet.” 
(Interview with Andini Devi Anggraeni on 02nd April 
2018). 
 
From the interview above, students sometimes made 
violation in the classroom while English teaching learning 
process. But, they also gave attention when teacher explaned the 
materials. 
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B. Discussion 
This section presents the discussion of the research findings. As 
mentioned in the previous chapter, there were two formulation of problems 
proposed in this study. The aims of this study were to know the culture of 
learning and aspects that construct the culture of learning in English teaching 
learning process at the eighth grade of SMP MTA Gemolong in the 
2017/2018 academic year. 
The researcher used Weber’s theory to describe the culture of learning 
in English teaching learning process at the eighth grade of SMP MTA 
Gemolong. Beside that, the researcher also used Cortazzi’s theory to know 
about aspects that construct culture of learning in the English class. From the 
reseach findings above, the reseacher found the culture of learning and 
aspects that construct the culture of learning in English teaching learning 
process at the eight grade of SMP MTA Gemolong in the 2017/2018 
academic year. The researcher related the discussion to the theories by some 
experts. The discussion of each term will be presented as follows: 
1. Culture of Learning in English Teaching Learning Process 
Considering to the result in the observation, interview, and 
documentation, the reseacher discussed some points related to culture of 
learning in English teaching learning process of VIII A (Male class) and 
VIII I (Female class). In the VIII A (Male class) the reseacher found some 
culture of learning that build in those class, they were assessment for 
learning, authentic task, contribution, inquiry learning, leardership skills, 
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learning space, reflection, student voice, teaching for understanding, 
timely feedback, and transfer goals.  
The teacher of class VIII A used some assessment in the teaching 
learning process such as behaviour assessment, daily test, activeness 
assessment, Mid Term test, and Final test assessment. The reseacher found 
it while English teaching learning process. The teacher often gave task for 
students in English class, it could be individual or group task. Then it 
would be the assessment for students to know about their performance in 
learning activities. Beside that, teacher also gave assessment from the 
students behaviour.  
The researcher also saw authentic task in this class. This task is to 
know about students performance in the classroom activity. It is related to 
E. Gronlund and Waugh (2009:143)  state that “Perfomance assessment is 
needed when performance skills are not adequately assesed by paper and 
pencil test alone.” So, beside gave them with written test, the teacher need 
to give performance assessment for students.  
Then contribution, inquiry learning, and students voice were to 
make students become active in the class. Those criterias was also includes 
in the culture of learning in English class. The teacher gave the students 
opportunity to speak up in the class and also involve them while teaching 
learning process. Culture of learning in this class also could be seen from 
students activeness in the class. The teacher takes place to make them 
become active and this class has productive classroom atmosphere. 
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While, leadership skills that found the class was to make students 
brave to lead their friend. It also used to make them confidence while 
speak in front of people. It could see in the observation when teacher asked 
them to lead for pray and asked student to become a leader in each group 
while they did the group task. It is supported by Day (2004) states that 
students leadership development is a process which causes the progression 
of students and help in developing their talents. So, training leadership 
skill to the students leads to the effective communication and 
competencies reinforcement. By leadership skills it can build students 
character and train one’s skill. Beside that, leadership skills also can build 
students confidence and braveness.  
Then, learning space, reflection, teaching for understanding, timely 
feedback, and transfer goals was included in this class. It was to make 
students could grasp the materials that given by teacher maximally. In the 
class, the teacher always gave reflection and feedback to make them 
understand well about the materials. The teacher can know and give 
assessment about the extent to which the materials taught is mastered by 
students. Those are some characteristics that become culture of learning in 
English teaching learning process of class VIII A (Male class) SMP MTA 
Gemolong. 
Meanwhile, the culture of learning in class VIII I (Female class) 
was not too different with class VIII A (Male class). In class VIII I there 
were some character that become culture of learning in this class. They 
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were assessment for learning, contribution, inquiry learning, learning 
space, reflection, risk takers, student voice, teaching for understanding, 
timely feedback, and transfer goals.  
The assessment of learning that used by teacher in this class were 
activeness, assignment, daily test, Mid Term Test, and Final Test. The 
students of this class had an assignment book and teacher often asked the 
students to do the task in the assignment book. It could be seen while 
teaching learning process. The teacher asked them to do the task in the 
assignment book then collected it to the teacher. Then based on the 
interview with teacher of class VIII I, the most big portion of assessment 
came from activeness of students in the classroom.  
The teacher often gave opportunities for students to be active in the 
class. It could be seen while teaching learning process, teacher often 
involved them in learning activities. So, in this class the teacher used 
contribution, inquiry learning, and student voice to make them active in 
the classroom. Those explanation supported by Larsen and Freeman 
(2000:126) that “students should be given opportunity to express their 
ideas and opinion.” In the classroom activity, the reseacher found that the 
students were brave to raise their hands when teacher asked them some 
questions. Most of students were enthusiastic in answering teacher’s 
questions.  
The reseacher also found learning space in the classroom. Learning 
space in this class was found when teacher asked about students’ 
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understanding and asked them to write down the materials in their book 
note. The learning space also can be seen when teacher teach them step by 
step to make them understand well about the materials. The reseacher also 
found that the teacher of class VIII I taught the students to be a risk takers. 
The students was taught to be discipline and could accept every risk in 
their learning activities. Related to this matter, Rolfe (2010:8) states that 
learning about risk taking helps young people to make good decision about 
subject choice and routes, ensuring that they make their own choices with 
guidance rather than pressure. 
Meanwile, reflection, teaching for understanding, timely feedback, 
and transfer goals were also found while teaching learning process. The 
teacher always gave reflection and feedback toward learning activity. 
Feedback that given by teacher can increase students’ motivation in 
learning. The teacher also tried to make students understand about the 
materials that given and tranfer the goals of the materials to students. It 
could be seen in the learning activities while teacher always checked 
students’ understanding by gave them some questions related to the 
materials.  
From the discussion above, both of class have good atmosphere of 
English teaching learning process. It is belonging into productive and 
progressive learning, learner-centered and intimate relationship between 
teacher and students. Moreover, the students of each class are given 
chances to tell their ideas, opinions, and suggestions in the teaching 
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learning process. Everything is decided between teacher and students. The 
teacher of each class can give the appropriate portion for students in 
learning materials. It was what Wiyani (2013:65) said about the teacher’s 
ways to create an appropriate English teaching learning atmosphere in the 
classroom. Culture of learning in those class can constribute greatly in 
teaching learning process. The influence of culture of learning in the 
classroom cannot be ignored. The culture of learning in both of class can 
give productive teaching-learning atmosphere in every classroom 
activities. So, students will get meaningful learning activities.  
A good culture of learning in those classes can not be separated 
from teachers’ effort in manage the classroom. Classroom area should be 
set by planning the classroom media necessities and managing the 
classroom neatly, because classroom will be disorder without classroom 
management. As stated by Wiyani (2013:66) an effective teaching learning 
process may be started from the way teacher managing the classroom 
atmosphere. Classroom atmosphere and classroom physical environment 
in the class takes a considerable role in developing culture of learning. 
They affect to the behaviour of students in the class and their attitude 
toward learning. Classroom environment in each class was included in 
active and productive. Because the students were given the opportunity to 
give their voice and contribution in learning activities. 
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2. Aspects Construct the Culture of Learning in English Teaching 
Learning Process 
There were some aspects that construct culture of learning in class 
VIII A (Male class) and class VIII I (Female class). Both of the class had 
expectations, beliefs, values, norms, and behaviours. In class VIII A (Male 
class) the teacher and students of this class had expectations. The teacher 
expected that she should teach students without any pressure and viewed 
herself as the facilitator for students. Related to this matter, Larsen and 
freeman (2000:127) state “the teacher acts as a facilitator in setting up 
communicative activities and as an advisor during the activities.” 
Then teacher also belief that herself as the facilitator for students 
and she believed that students like a tree that should be given enough 
water, sunlight, and fertilizer to make it can produce a good result. She 
belived that teacher should treat students well, to make them could develop 
well. Then, students also believed that learning English was important for 
them. Because English was used in every aspects of life.  
Beside that, this class had some values which construct the culture 
of learning such as discipline, religiosity, responsibility, and honesty. 
Those values could be seen in the class while teaching learning process. 
They also found in the lesson plan made by teacher. Those values become 
the assessment in the lesson plan. Transferring values is a part of teaching 
learning activities in the classroom. This class based on islamic values. 
Teacher often gave learning activities to students by insert islamic values 
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which concern with honesty and familiarity. Then, this class also had rules 
that become norm in the class. The students should ask permission in 
English and do the task that given by teacher. If  they break it they will got 
the consequences. The norms became part in the classroom. 
The reseacher found behaviour in the classroom related to teacher 
and students behaviour. Techer had a warm and close relationship with 
students and it sometimes made students did not give attention while 
teaching learning process. The students behaviour in the classroom was 
on-task and gave attention, but sometimes there were studens who made 
off-task such as daydream and sleeping. Beside that, there were students 
who made disruptive task such as talking with friend about something 
unrelated to materials and move from their chair. When the students made 
mistake in the class, teacher always warned and admonished them. The 
teacher avoided giving punishment for students, she often warned them if 
they made misbehaviour. 
Meanwhile, in class VIII I (Female class) teacher expected and 
believed himself as the facilitator and guide for students. It is supported by 
Brown (2001:43) states “The role of teacher is that of facilitator and guide, 
not all knowing best owner of knowledge. Students are therefore 
encouraged to construct meaning through guneine linguistic interaction 
with others.” Beside that, teacher believed that students as people who 
want to find a place and teacher as someone who know about that place. 
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So, he believed that teacher as source of knowledge that needed by 
students. 
This class also built by some values such as religiosity, hardwork, 
discipline, and appreciate others. Those values were saw in the teaching 
learning activities. But, in this class the teacher emphasized on religiosity 
values. He often related the materials with Islamic values while teaching 
learning process. Then, this class also built by some norms that should be 
obeyed by the members of class. In class VIII I the teacher allowed 
students to drink or eat candy, but they should ask permission first, then 
they should bring dictionary when English class. The students who break 
the norms will get consequences such as punishment from teacher. 
Another aspect that construct culture of learning in this class was 
behaviour. The teacher behaviour in class become the model for students. 
They will imitate their teacher behaviour. The teacher of this class showed 
a good attitude and close relationship with his students. He often made 
personal approach to students and made joke in the class to made the 
students enjoy joining the class. Meanwhile, students had various 
behaviour in the class while teaching learning process. Most of them was 
on-task, but some of them off-task and disruptive while teaching learning 
process. For example they did not focus with teacher explanation and 
made noisy. But, this class was different with male class. In this class 
students was not move from their chair without teacher permission. The 
teacher of this class also gave warned for students who made misbehaviour 
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in the class. Punishment that given by teacher was in the form of 
smoothness, such as admonish the students in gentle way without 
criticism, scholding or sarcasm. 
In class VIII A and class VIII I, the students give contribution in 
the class and give positive response in learning activities. But sometimes 
they tend to be quiet. So, teacher should attract them to make students 
active. They also avoid to make eye contact with teacher in the classroom. 
Related to this matter, M.S. Rosenberg  at al in Laurie Futterman state that: 
“Many Asian students, for example, tend to be quiet in class, and 
making eye contact with teachers is considered inappropriate. In 
contrast, most European American children are taught to value 
active classroom discussion and tend to look teachers directly in the 
eye to show respect, while their teachers view students’ 
participation as a sign of engagement and competence.” 
Both of class VIII A and class VIII I had aspects that construct 
culture of learning in English teaching learning process. A classroom will 
had different expectation, beliefs, values, norms, and behaviours with 
other class. Those aspects can influence the way of teaching and learning 
of each class. Beside that, by those aspects the teacher and students can 
constitutes about good teaching learning process that influence their 
interaction in language study. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
This chapter presents the conclusion and suggestion of the study about 
culture of learning in English teaching learning process at the eighth grade 
students of SMP MTA Gemolong in 2017/2018 academic year. 
 
A. Conclusion 
This research was conducted at the eighth grade students in class VIII 
A (Male class) and VIII I (Female class) of SMP MTA Gemolong. The 
research was conducted on March to April 2018 consist of observation, 
interview, and analysis document. Based on the result of the research finding, 
the conclusion can be drawn as follows: 
1.   The culture of learning in English teaching learning process at the eighth 
grade of SMP MTA Gemolong is considered belonging into good and 
modern way. Some features which describe how good and modern 
culture of learning are shown in a productive, progressive, and student-
centered activity in English teaching learning process. Beside that, close 
and warm relationship between teacher and students also between a 
students and other students make students actively participate in learning 
and create productive atmosphere in English teaching learning process.  
2.   The aspects that construct culture of learning in English teaching learning 
process in the class such as expectations, beliefs, values, norms, and 
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behaviours are influence teacher and students interaction in language 
study. Those aspects become important key that build culture of learning 
in a classroom and underlines teacher and students behaviour in English 
teaching learning process. 
 
B. Suggestion 
Based on the result above, the researcher hopes this study will provide 
benefits in English teaching learning process. The researcher would like to 
propose some suggestions. The suggestion will be useful for the government, 
school, teachers, students, other researchers, and readers. The suggestions as 
follows:  
1. For the Government 
The government should do repairing and innovating education 
system to create a good culture of learning in every school. The goverment 
also should try to make each of school develop their culture of learning 
and develop every potencies in the school by providing training activities 
for teachers and complete physical facilities in supporting teaching 
learning activities that needed in school. 
2. For the school 
The school should support the teacher to develop culture of learning 
in the classroom and provides the facilities which can support teaching 
learning activity to improve the quality of teaching for students and create 
good culture of learning in the school. Beside that, the school should be 
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aware of the culture of learning. It is better for the school to has continous 
research to learn the classroom, for instance, wide-ranging classroom 
observation, which can be conducted by all teachers in order to gain an 
appropriate methodology for the classroom. It is better for the school to 
plan and conduct a school program for students’ behaviour recovery. All 
members of school have responsibiliy to recover students’ misbehaviour to 
make the culture of learning in school better. 
3. For the English teacher 
To make teaching learning process more valuable and can improve 
the quality of learning, teacher should make the classroom condition 
become comfortable for the students. So, teacher should create good 
culture of learning in the classroom to makes all of learning activities can 
be organized and directed well. The teacher should be able to give 
motivate or spirit to the students before learning process. Giving motivates 
or spirit on beginning of the lesson was needed to make the class alive, 
then teacher should give contribution for students while teaching learning 
process in order to create productive culture of learning.  
4. For the students 
The students should be active, enthusiastic, and have good 
atmosphere during learning process. They also should improve their ability 
in learning English. Beside that, students should avoid themself from off-
task and disruptive behaviour while teaching learning process. 
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5. For the other researchers  
This study about culture of learning was used to know about culture 
of learning and aspects that construct culture of learning in English 
teaching learning process. Therefore, the researcher hopes that this study 
could be used as alternative or reference for future research on similar 
research for the other researchers. The other reseacher can make some 
development from this research. 
6. For the readers 
The researcher believes tht this thesis is far for being perfect. So, the 
researcher will accept good suggestion and constructive critics to make 
this thesis better. The researcher also hopes that this thesis will be useful 
and constribute some valuable thing to the researcher herself and all 
readers in general.  
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FIELD NOTES 
 
Field Notes of Observation in Class VIII A (Male Class) 
 
Title  : Teaching learning process observation 
Informant : Mrs. Rasmawati Hamidah, S.Pd, the teacher of class VIII A  
Place  : Classroom of VIII A SMP MTA Gemolong 
Time  : Saturday, 20th March 2018 at 09.10 AM - 10.50 AM 
 
 On Tuesday, 20th March 2018, the researcher did an observation about 
English teaching learning process in class VIII A (Male class) of SMP MTA 
Gemolong. The teacher of this class was Mrs. Rasmawati Hamidah, S.Pd. Before 
made the observation, the researcher met Mrs. Rasma in in the female teacher 
office at 09.05 AM. English lesson of class VIII A began at 09.10 AM. Mrs. 
Rasma invited the reseacher to come in the class. This class is located in the base 
floor and the classroom was not so spacious but it was commfortable. on the wall 
of the class there were various pictures of wayang and calligraphy.  
 Before opened the class, Mrs. Rasma introduced the researcher to the 
students in front of class, then asked to sit down for observe teaching learning 
process of this class. After that, teacher began the class with pray together. She 
appointed a students to lead the pray. Before began the lesson with the new 
material, teacher made a review for students about the past material. The past 
material was about Recount Text. Most of students still remembered about it. 
Then, teacher connected the new material about Narrative Text with the students’ 
background knowledge. She asked “kalian pernah didongengi?” (“Have you ever 
been told a story?”), the students said “Pernah, bu” (Yes, Mom). Then, she also 
asked “ Pernah baca cerita?” (Have you ever read a story?). Some students 
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answered yes, they ever but others answered never. After that, teacher explained 
about the goals of material to students. 
 Then the teacher explained the material about Narrative Text, included the 
purpose, the kinds of Narrative Text, also the examples of Narrative Text. She 
asked the students to took their notebook and pay attention with her explanation. 
But, while she was explained the material, there were some students who made a 
noisy. Then, she tried to warn her students and said, “Le, cah bagus!”  (Hi, the 
handsome boy!). Then the students who made a noisy keep silent and gave 
attention for teacher’s explanation. After explained it, teacher asked sudents to 
write down the materials that given by teacher in their own book.  
Then, teacher gave a task and devided the students into some groups to 
discuss about the task that related about Narrative Text. The teacher warned if 
there was student who did not give contribution, did not write his name on the 
answer paper and he would not got an mark. The students followed the teacher’s 
instruction. After the time to did the task was over, she asked representation of the 
group  to make presentation about the result of group discussion in front of class. 
After all of group made presentation, teacher and students review it 
togethercollect the task. then, they review it together. The class finished at 10.50 
AM, teacher gave the conclusion of materials and close by hamdallah. 
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Title  : Teaching learning process observation 
Informant : Mrs. Rasmawati Hamidah, S.Pd, the teacher of class VIII A 
Place  : Classroom of VIII I SMP MTA Gemolong 
Time  : Thuesday, 24th March 2018 at 08.30 AM - 09.50 AM 
 
On Saturday, 24th March 2018, the researcher did an observation about 
English teaching learning process in class VIII A (Male class) of SMP MTA 
Gemolong. The researcher did the observation ofter got permission of Mrs. 
Rasma.  In this material, the teacher used an LCD projector to support teaching 
learning activity. The reseacher help the teacher to bring the LCD to the class. 
Then, the researcher and teacher went to class VIII A. There were some students 
who still out of the class. Teacher asked them to join in the class. 
In the teaching learning activities, firstly teacher opened the class by 
greeted students and appointed a students to lead for pray. Then, teacher checked 
students’ attendance. after that, the teacher reviewed about the materials. Then 
teacher continued materials about genneric structure of Narrative Text. After 
explained the materials, teacher asked them to take a note in their notebook. There 
were some students who made noisy in the class and also students who slept in the 
class while teaching learning process. Then, teacher warned students to kept silent 
while they made a note about the materials and asked student who slept in the 
class to wash his face in the bathroom.  
Ten minutes later, teacher showed the students with many images of 
animal by LCD Projektor. The images, included lion, cat, chicken and hamster. 
Then she asked them to make sentences that match with the images used verb two. 
There were some students who felt difficult to make the sentences used verb two. 
Teacher help them by asked to check it in their dictionary. After made the 
sentences based on picture, teacher played a movie entitled “The lion and the 
Mouse”. The students very enthusiastic watched the movie. After that, she asked 
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the students about the characters and moral value of the movie. Teacher gave the 
moral value based on the movie, it was kindness will be rewarded by kindness. 
  Beside that, she gave a short story then asked students to translate it into 
Bahasa Indonesia. Students who can translate it will got additional mark. She 
provided an opportunity for each students to translate a single sentence. At 09.50 
AM, the lesson time was finished and she ended the class. But, when the class was 
finished there were some students who asked about the difficult word that they did 
not know found in the text. Mrs. Rasma helped them to make them understand. 
Then we leave the class. 
 
Title  : Teaching learning process observation 
Informant : Mrs. Rasmawati Hamidah, S.Pd, the teacher of class VIII A 
Place  : Classroom of VIII I SMP MTA Gemolong 
Time  : Saturday, 31st March 2018 at 08.30 AM - 09.50 AM 
 
On Saturday, 31st March 2018, the researcher did an observation about 
English teaching learning process in class VIII A (Male class) of SMP MTA 
Gemolong. Before did the observation, the researcher met Mrs. Rasma in female 
teacher office. Then, the researcher and the teacher went to the class VIII A. The 
students were ready to start the lesson. The teacher greeted students and asked the 
leader of class to lead for pray. After that, the teacher checked students’ 
attendance. There were no students who absent.  
The teacher reviewed about the last materials by asked the students “Film 
apa yang kemarin kita lihat dan apa judulnya?” (What is the movie that you see 
yesterday?) with enthusiastic the students answer “The lion and the Mouse”. 
After that, the teacher asked the mengenai genric structure of the story. She asked 
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“Coba direcall kembali memori kalian!” (“try to recall your memory!”). The 
students could identify the generic stucture of the story entitled “The lion and the 
Mouse”by teacher guidance and wrote it on the board.  
After that, the teacher asked the students to take their notebook and noted 
it on their book. There were some students who made noisy in the class. Then 
teacher warned them to kept silent. There were some students who asked the 
teacher about the meaning of some words that written by teacher on the board. 
While the they noted it, there was a student who asked permission to go to the 
toilet, but he asked it in Bahasa Indonesia. The teacher asked him to repeat it in 
English, “In English, Please!”. Then, the student repeated it in English. 
After finished to note it in their book, the teacher asked the students about 
the example of stories that finished with sad ending and happy ending. The 
students answer it by mention many titles of story. Next, the teacher asked 
students to open their book page 17, there was a story. The teacher asked them to 
read it and translete it together. The students asked about the meaning of some 
words.  
After that, teacher asked them to identify the generic structure of story by 
gave the underline the story. After finished it, the teacher asked to collect the task. 
At 09.50 AM, the bell rang, before closed the class, the teacher gave conclusion of 
the materials. she said hamdallah and left the class. 
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Field Notes of Observation in Class VIII I (Female Class) 
 
Title  : Teaching learning process observation 
Informant : Mr. Arin Sukresno, S.Pd, the teacher of class VIII I  
Place  : Classroom of VIII I SMP MTA Gemolong 
Time  : Thuesday, 20th March 2018 at 07.00 AM - 08.30 AM 
 
 On Tuesday, 20th March 2018, the researcher did an observation about 
English teaching learning process in class VIII I (Female class) of SMP MTA 
Gemolong. The researcher arrived in SMP MTA Gemolong at 06.50 AM then met  
Mr. Arin Sukresna, S.Pd. He is the English teacher of VIII I class. The researcher 
made the observation after got the permission of Mr. Arin. The reseacher and 
teacher went to the class VIII I. It was loceted on third floor. The classroom was 
not so spacious but it felt commfortable for study. The wall of class was decorated 
by various picticures of wayang and calligraphy.  
Before the lesson began, Mr. Arin allowed the reseacher to introduce her 
self in front of the class. This class consist of 37 female students. The students 
were very anthusiastic when the rearcher came to their class. Mr. Arin started 
teaching learning activity. In the opening, the teacher started the lesson with 
greeting and checking sthe students’ attendance. The teacher also gave reviewed 
about the last material, Recount Rext. Before explained about the material, he 
gave brainstroming to the students, related to the material, like “Do you like watch 
movie?” the students asked “Yes”. The teacher also asked about what movie that 
they had watched. Some students answered with many tittles of movie, for 
example Rapunzel, Cinderella, Snow White, etc. Then, he asked the students to 
guess about what material will be studied. The students simultaneously replied 
“Narrative Text, Mr.”.  
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After that, he asked the students to open their book page 44. In that page 
there was a short story entitled “The Prince and His Best Friends”. He asked 
some students to read the text loudly and translate it together with the students. He 
also gave correction of wrong pronounciation made by his students. After finished 
it, the teacher gave explanation about Narrative Text, included the purpose, 
generic structure, language feature, and kinds of Narrative Text. While, he 
explained the material, there were some students who talked with their friend and 
did not pay attention to teacher’s exlanation. Mr. Arin warned her by called the 
student’s name. Another way to made the students focus was by singing song 
(The song was “Pelangi” but, he changed the word “Pelangi” with the student’s 
name). For example, “Nasywa Nasywa alangkah ramainya.” It meas Nasywa 
Nasywa why you so noisy. Nasywa is the student’s name.   
After gave explanation, he asked the students about the generic structure, 
includes orientation, compication, resolution, and codain in the story that had been 
read. The teacher also asked about the students opinion about: What would you do 
if your friend was in trouble?, What will you do if your friend betrayed you?, and 
the last What is the meaning of friendship?. Those questions was written on the 
board, then the teacher pointed some students to give their opinion about his 
questions. The students could answer it, but some students just answer it with a 
joke, for example,”I will angry.”  
After the students gave their opinion about the the teacher questions then 
Mr. Arin asked to do the task on their book on the page 44. The question was 
related to the story that had been read. Because the time was over, Mr. Arin closed 
the lesson by said “Hamdallah” together.  
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Title  : Teaching learning process observation 
Informant : Mr. Arin Sukresno, S.Pd, the teacher of class VIII I  
Place  : Classroom of VIII I SMP MTA Gemolong 
Time  : Saturday, 31st March 2018 at 10.10 AM - 11.30 AM 
 
 On Saturday, 31st March 2018, the researcher did an observation about 
English teaching learning process in class VIII I (Female class) of SMP MTA 
Gemolong. Before entering the class, the researcher met Mr. Arin. He is the 
English teacher of class VIII I and the homeroom teacher of this class. After the 
bell rang, the reseacher and the teacher went to the class VIII I. When the 
researcher and teacher came to the class, the teacher saw the class was dirty and 
did not neat. So, the teacher asked them to clean the class before began the lesson.  
He gave advice for the students to always keep clean their classroom. 
 After the students cleaned the class, the teacher began the class by greeted 
the students and asked about the students condition. He also checked the students’ 
attendance. Then, he reviewed the last materials that have been learned. The 
teacher continued the the teaching learning process by made the discussion about 
the task that given by teacher in the last meeting. The task was to answer the 
question related to the story entitled ‘The Prince and His Best Friends’. The 
teacher asked students who was not did the task and would give consequence for 
students who not did the task. Then,  the teacher appointed some students to 
answer the question by gave the evidence based on the text. The teacher noted the 
students’ answer on the board.  
 After disscused the task, the teacher asked students’ opinion about the 
story and discuss again about the moral value of the story. There were some 
students who less focus while teacher gave explanation. Then teacher asked to the 
students about the material and asked them to pay attention. The teacher also gave  
explanation about the moral value from some familiar stories such as Malin 
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Kundang dan Timun Emas. After that, the teacher gave time for students to take 
note the materials that given by teacher.  
 Ten minutes later, the teacher gave the result of Mid Term Test for 
students. Some students was looked sad and they also cried after got the result of 
Mid Term Test. But, the teacher gave motivation for students to study hard. The 
teacher explained that classroom is not the only one place for study, they could 
learn everywhere, he asked “Kalian jangan patah semangat, nilai kalian masih 
bisa diperbaiki, ruang kelas bukan satu-satunya tempat belajar, kalian bisa 
belajar dimanapun dan kapanpun, termasuk belajar dari lingkungan maupun 
belajar di perpustakaan dan asrama.” The teacher tried to gavi some advices for 
students then closed the lesson by said “Hamdallah” together.  
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Title  : Teaching learning process observation 
Informant : Mr. Arin Sukresno, S.Pd, the teacher of class VIII I 
Place  : Classroom of VIII I SMP MTA Gemolong 
Time  : Tuesday, 03rd April 2018 at 07.00 AM - 08.30 AM 
 
On Saturday, Tuesday, 03rd April 2018, the researcher did an observation 
about English teaching learning process in class VIII I (Female class) of SMP 
MTA Gemolong. Before entering the class, the researcher met the English 
teacher, Mr. Arin. After that, the researcher and the teacher went to the class VIII 
I. The students were ready to start the lesson.  
The teacher started the lesson by greeted the students and checked the 
students’ attendance. The teacher made a review about the last materials, such as 
the aim, generic structures and language features of Narrative Text. After that, the 
teacher discussed again about the story entitled cerita ‘The Prince and His Best 
Friends’. In the story there was a word that indicate about adverb. then, teacher 
gave explanation about Noun, Adjective, Verb, dan Adverb. The teacher asked 
each students to find the example of each word by appointed the students one by 
one and they should not gave the same example.  
 After explained the materials, the teacher asked about students 
understanding and asked them to take note the materials that given by teacher on 
ther book. Then, the teacher gave the students task to answer questions related to 
adverb. After the students finished it, the teacher and students discussed it 
together. In the end of lesson, the teacher gave conclusion about their learning and 
ended the class by hamdallah. 
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THE DRAFT OF INTERVIEW TO THE TEACHER 
 
Interview to English Teacher of Class VIII A (Male Class) 
First Interview 
Date of interview : Tuesday, 20th March 2018 
Time of interview : 10.35 AM  – 10.55  AM 
Place of interview : Female teacher office 
Interviewer  : Dyah Ayu Fatimah (DAF) 
Interviewee  : Rasmawati Hamidah, S.Pd (RH) 
 
Interview activity 
DAF : “Assalamu’alaikum, maaf Bu jika saya mennganggu. Apakah Ibu ada 
waktu luang? Saya ingin melakukan interview.” 
RH : “Wa’alaikumsalam, ya mbak silahkan." 
DAF : “Menurut Ibu  seperti apa hubungan yang ideal antara guru dengan 
murid?” 
RH : “Menurut saya, hubungan yang ideal antara guru dengan muridnya yaitu 
seperti siswa adalah orang yang membutuhkan pengetahuan dan guru 
dibutuhkan oleh siswa untuk memberikan pengetahuan, secara emosional, 
guru dapat menganggap siswa sebagai anak mereka sendiri yang harus 
dirawat dengan baik.” 
DAF : “Bagaimana seharusnya siswa berpartisipasi dalam proses belajar 
mengajar? Haruskah mereka bekerja dibawah arahan ketat guru atau 
mereka mempunyai otonomi sendiri?” 
RH : “Guru seharusnya mengajar siswa tanpa adanya tekanan. Guru tidak 
hanya memberikan mereka materi pelajaran, tetapi siswa juga harus 
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berpartisipasi di kelas. Sebenarnya, siswa adalah subjek dalam 
pembelajaran bukan hanya sebagai objek. Siswa merupakan subjek yang 
ingin belajar dan guru hanya sebagai fasilitator. Selain itu, feedback dari 
siswa penting dalam aktivitas pembelajaran. Karena semua aktivitas 
pembelajaran berasal dari siswa.” 
DAF : “Menurut Ibu, seperti apa mempelajari suatu bahasa itu?’ 
RH :”Mempelajari suatu bahasa adalah sebuah kebiasaan. Jika kita memiliki 
kebiasaan untuk membaca, menulis, dan berbicara dengan suatu bahasa 
kita tentu dapat menggunakannya dengan baik. Selain itu, kita seharusnya 
mengaitkan materi dari sebuah bahasa dengan kehidupan nyata siswa.”  
DAF : “Menurut Ibu, apakah bersikap hangat dan menciptakan hubungan yang 
dekat dengan siswa dapat menciptakan atmosfer kelas yang hangat dan 
produktif?” 
RH : “Hal itu sangat penting, karena dengan menjadi guru yang hangat dan 
memiliki hubungan yang dekat dengan siswa dapat membuat siswa enjoy 
di kelas dan dapat memahami materi yang diberikan secara maksimal, 
karena mereka merasa nyaman dengan guru mereka.” 
DAF : “Apakah dengan menciptakan hubungan yang dekat dengan siswa dapat 
menciptakan atmosfer kelas yang produktif?” 
RH : “Hubungan yang dekat dengan siswa dapat menciptakan kelas yang 
produktif. Akan tetapi, terkadang hubungan yang terlalu dekat dapat 
membuat mereka menyepelekan guru. Sehingga harus membuatnya 
seimbang dan dengan porsi kedekatan dengan siswa yang sewajarnya 
saja.” 
DAF : “Menurut Ibu apakah dengan bersikap hangat kepada siswa sudah cukup 
untuk menciptakan kondisi kelas yang kondusif dan produktif?” 
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RH : “Kita membutuhkan hubungan yang hangat dengan siswa untuk menjadi 
kunci dari kelas yang produktif. Tetapi, itu saja tidak cukup. Kita juga 
memerlukan persiapan sebelum mengajar.” 
DAF : “Berkaitan dengan hubungan antara guru dan siswa, apakah kultur 
pembelajaran yang dibangun di SMP MTA Gemolong sesuai dengan 
kultur pembelajaran yang Ibu bangun di dalam kelas?” 
RH : “Ada dampak positif dan negatif dari kultur sekolah kami dimana 
terdapat pemisahan kelas antara siswa putra dan putri. Tujuan dari 
pemisahan kelas adalah untuk mebuat mereka menjadi lebih murni, tetapi 
efek negatifnya itu membuat mereka tidak malu dikelas anatara satu sama 
lain. Tetapi sisi positifnya mereka dapat mengekspresikan diri mereka.  
Kultur yang saya bangun di kelas saya kaitkan dengan kultur sekolah 
dengan menamkan nilai islami.” 
DAF : “Apakah reward dan punishment itu diperlukan oleh guru dalam 
membangun budaya belajar di kelas?” 
RH : “Ya, reward dan punishment diperlukan. Sebagai contoh, memberikan 
reward dalam bentuk nilai. Siswa yang bisa menjawab pertanyaan akan 
diberikan nilai. Tetapi, punishment seharusnya dikurangi karena reward 
justru dapat membuat siswa lebih produktif. Dengan tidak memberikan 
nilai kepada siswa itu saja sudah termasuk punishment bagi mereka.” 
DAF : “Apakah ada peraturan yang Ibu sepakati bersama dengan siswa?” 
RH : “Di kelas saya ada sebuah peraturan untuk meminta permisi dengan 
menggunakan Bahasa Inggris.” 
DAF : “Jenis pelanggaran apa sajakah yang sering dilakukan oleh siswa?” 
RH : “Mereka biasanya ramai di kelas dan berbicara dengan temannya ketika 
saya sedang menjelaskan materi.” 
DAF : “Bagaimana biasanya Ibu menangani siswa yang melanggar peraturan?” 
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RH : “Saya biasanya menegur mereka, tetapi jika mereka masih tidak 
memperdulikan mereka akan mendapat konsekuensi yang lebih. Seperti, 
saya tidak memperbolehkan mereka mengikuti pelajaran saya.” 
DAF : “Iya Bu, terimakasih atas informasi yang diberikan.” 
RH : “Iya mbak sama-sama.” 
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Second Interview 
Date of interview : Thursday, 22th March 2018 
Time of interview : 09.30 AM  – 09.50 AM 
Place of interview : Female teacher office 
Interviewer  : Dyah Ayu Fatimah (DAF) 
Interviewee  : Rasma Hamidah, S.Pd (RH) 
 
Interview activity 
DAF : “Assalamu’alaikum, maaf Bu apakah Ibu ada waktu luang? Saya ingin 
melakukan interview.” 
RH : “Wa’alaikumsalam, ya mbak silahkan." 
DAF : “Dengan komposisi kelas yang cukup heterogen, hal apa yang sulit untuk 
Ibu lakukan? 
RH : “Karena siswa memiliki budaya dan latar belakang yang berbeda dan 
mereka tinggal di asrama. Jadi jika mereka memiliki masalah dengan 
temannya di asrama, masalah itu akan dibawa ke kelas. Jadi guru harus 
harus tahu karakter mereka dan dapat menjadi penengah bagi siswa.” 
DAF : “Dalam kelas yang heterogen apakah dibutuhkan pendekatan individual 
yang memungkinkan siswa dapat melakukan kegiatan belajar di level 
masing-masing?”  
RH : “Saya biasanya memberikan pendekatan individul dengan siswa yang 
spesial. Seperti siswa yang membutuhkan motivasi lebih untuk belajar dan 
siswa yang hiperaktif.” 
DAF : “Apakah Ibu setuju dengan sebuah konsep ‘A large jug and mugs’ 
dimana guru adalah ‘A large of jug’ yang mempunyai pengetahuan dan 
siswa adalah ‘The mugs’ yang harus diisi dengan pengetahuan. Sehingga 
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kemampuan siswa tergantung pada seberapa besar daya tampung yang 
dimilikinya untuk menyerap pengetahuan yang diberikan guru?” 
RH : “Saya sebenarnya tidak setuju, konsep itu menurut saya kurang tepat. 
Siswa bukan hanya seperti gelas yang kosong. Mereka harus menyerap 
materi dan memberikan feedback dalam proses pembelajaran. Jadi, 
pembelajaran itu berdasarkan proses bukan hanya hasilnya saja.”   
DAF : “Berkaitan dengan hubungan antara guru dan siswa, bagaimana guru 
seharusnya memposisikan mereka?” 
RH : “Guru sebagai fasilitator dalam pembelajaran. Siswa seperti sebuah 
pohon yang harus diberi pupuk dan cahaya matahari yang cukup untuk 
membuatnya tumbuh dengan baik. Jadi, guru harus merawat siswa dengan 
baik jika ingin memetik hasil yang baik.” 
DAF : “Menurut Ibu bagaimana pembelajaran yang efektif itu? Apakah Ibu 
merasa pembelajaran yang Ibu lakukan sudah efektif?” 
 
RH : “Pembelajaran yang efektif dapat dilihat jika guru melibatkan partisipasi 
siswa dikelas. Kita dapat mengeksplore mereka untuk membuat kegiatan 
pembelajaran lebih efektif.” 
 
DAF : “Menurut Ibu siswa yang baik dalam belajar Bahasa Inggris itu seperti 
apa?” 
 
RH : “Siswa yang mau belajar dan aktif bertanya.” 
 
DAF : ”Nilai-nilai apa yang ingin Ibu bangun di kelas Bahasa Inggris?” 
 
RH : “Saya ingin membangun nilai-nilai religius yang terutama, karena 
sebagai guru saya harus membentuk akhlak yang baik bagi siswa. Selain 
itu, saya juga berupaya untuk membangun nilai-nilai tanggung jawab, jujur 
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dan disiplin karena itu merupakan poin penting dalam pembelajaran. 
Karena pembelajaran bukan semata-mata mengejar nilai tetapi juga untuk 
membentuk pribadi yang berbudi pekerti.” 
 
DAF : “Langkah apa yang Ibu lakukan untuk membantu siswa yang mengalami 
kesulitan belajar/tertinggal dari teman-temannya dalam memahami 
materi?” 
 
RH : “Saya biasanya melakukan pendekatan individual dengan siswa yang 
mengalami kesulitan belajar. Saya menanyakan tentang kesulitan apa yang 
mereka hadapi dan memberi mereka motivasi.” 
 
DAF : “Langkah apa yang Ibu lakukan dengan siswa yang memiliki 
perkembangan belajar yang cepat?” 
 
RH : “Siswa yang memiliki perkembangan belajar cepat biasanya akan 
bertanya tentang materi yang belum dipahami dan mereka lebih aktif di 
kelas. Saya memfasilitasi mereka jika mereka bertanya.” 
 
DAF : ”Sebagai seorang guru Bahasa Inggris, apa kriteria sukses Ibu dalam 
pengajaran Bahasa Inggris?” 
 
RH : ”Ketika siswa merasa enjoy mengikuti kelas saya dan mereka aktif di 
kelas itu adalah kriteria pengajaran yang sukses menurut saya.”  
 
DAF : “Bagaimana sikap Ibu dalam memilihkan strategi dan isi pembelajaran 
untuk siswa?” 
 
RH : “Saya memberikan materi yang mudah dan dapat dipahami. Sebagai 
contoh dalam pengajaran tentang text, untuk membuat mereka paham saya 
akan memilihkan text yang pendek dan mudah dahulu.” 
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DAF : “Apa saja penilaian yang dilakukan dalam pembelajaran Bahasa 
Inggris?” 
 
RH : “Penilaian sikap, ulangan harian, nilai keaktifan, UTS dan UAS. Terus 
juga nilai tugas-tugas mbak, di kelas kn mereka sering di berikan tugas 
untuk menjawab soal-soal, itu juga saya jadikan penilaian untuk mereka.” 
 
DAF : “Bagaimana sikap siswa saat di kelas?” 
 
RH : “Bermacam-macam mbak, ada yang ramai ada juga yang aktif bahkan 
pasif. Tapi masih bisa dikontrol mereka di kelas.” 
 
DAF : “Apakah Ibu juga melakukan kegiatan pembelajaran di luar kelas?” 
 
RH : “Ya, kadang. Pembelajaran diluar kelas itu berdasarkan materi yang 
tepat. Sebagai contoh ketika saya mengajarkan tentang coution, saya 
meminta siswa untuk menemukan berbagai macam coution yang ada di 
area sekolah. Tetapi terkadang pemeelajaran di luar kelas tidak kondusif 
bagi siswa.” 
 
DAF : ”Oh, begitu ya Bu. Kalau begitu terimakasih Bu atas waktunya.” 
 
RH : “Iya sama-sama mbak.” 
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Interview to English Teacher of Class VIII I (Female Class) 
First Interview 
Date of interview : Tuesday, 20th March 2018 
Time of interview : 11.00 AM  – 11.30  AM 
Place of interview : Lobby of SMP MTA Gemolong  
Interviewer  : Dyah Ayu Fatimah (DAF) 
Interviewee  : Arin Sukresno, S.Pd (AS) 
 
Interview activity 
DAF : “Assalamu’alaikum, maaf Pak apakah Pak Arin ada waktu luang? Saya 
ingin melakukan interview.” 
AS : “Wa’alaikumsalam, ya mbak silahkan." 
DAF : “Menurut Bapak seperti apa hubungan yang ideal antara guru dengan 
murid?” 
AS : “Menurut saya, hubungan yang ideal antara guru dengan siswa yaitu 
pertama, guru sebagai model dan siswa akan meniru gurunya. Kedua, guru 
sebagai sumber pengetahuan dan siswa menimba pengetahuan dari 
gurunya. Guru juga sebagai fasilitator yang mencoba untuk menemukan 
pengetahuan siswa.” 
DAF : “Bagaimana seharusnya siswa berpartisipasi dalam proses belajar 
mengajar? Haruskah mereka bekerja dibawah arahan ketat guru atau 
mereka mempunyai otonomi sendiri?” 
AS : “Menurut saya pembelajaran seharusnya Student Based Class, jadi siswa 
sebagi centernya. Kita tidak perlu arahan yang terlalu ketat. Karena itu 
akan membatasi siswa untuk mengeksplore dirinya. Guru hanya perlu 
memberikan arahan yang dibutuhkan oleh siswa.” 
DAF : “Menurut Bapak, seperti apa mempelajari suatu bahasa itu?’ 
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AS :”Tujuan dari orang untuk mempelajari bahasa adalah untuk 
berkomunikasi dengan baik. Tetapi didalam kurikulum kita, orientasinya 
berdasarkan nilai. Itu merupakan sebuah ironi, masih banyak anggapan 
mempelajari Bahasa Inggris untul mendapatkan nilai yang bagus saat UN 
tidak mempelajari itu seutuhnya.” 
DAF : “Menurut Bapak, apakah bersikap hangat dan mencitakan hubungan yang 
dekat dengan siswa dapat menciptakan atmosfer kelas yang hangat dan 
produktif?” 
AS : “Ya, tentu karena jika guru terlalu galak di kelas siswa akan merasa takut 
dengan kita. Jadi, itu akan membuat mereka malas untuk belajar. Tapi jika 
kita memberikan kebebasan yang berlebihan dan terlalu dekat dengan 
mereka, terkadang mereka tidak menghormati gurunya. Jadi harus 
seimbanglah.” 
DAF : “Apakah dengan menciptakan hubungan yang dekat dengan siswa dapat 
menciptakan atmosfer kelas yang produktif?” 
AS : “Ya, tentu mbak. Jika guru memiliki hubungan yang dekat dengan siswa 
dan tidak memberikan batasan yang berlebihan bagi siswa maka siswa 
akan merasa nyaman di kelas dan dapat mengeksplore potensi mereka. 
DAF : “Menurut Bapak apakah dengan bersikap hangat kepada siswa sudah 
cukup untuk menciptakan kondisi kelas yang kondusif dan produktif?” 
AS : “Menciptakan atmosfer kelas yang baik tidak cukup hanya dengan 
menjadi guru yang hangat. Guru harus melakukan persiapan untuk 
mengajar siswa. Seperti menyiapkan materi, media dan lain-lain sebelum 
mengajar siswa. Karena menjadi guru yang hangat hanya merupakan salah 
satu faktor penunjang dalam menciptkan atmosfer kelas yang baik.” 
DAF : “Berkaitan dengan hubungan antara guru dan siswa, apakah kultur 
pembelajaran yang dibangun di SMP MTA Gemolong sesuai dengan 
kultur pembelajaran yang Bapak bangun di dalam kelas?” 
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AS : “Sebelum mengajar siswa, kami sebagai guru sudah dibekali dengan visi 
dan misi dari sekolah ini. Jadi, ketika kami mengajar kami berupaya untuk 
menerapkan visi misi itu dalam proses belajar mengajar kami.” 
DAF : “Apakah reward dan punishment itu diperlukan oleh guru dalam 
membangun budaya belajar di kelas?” 
AS : “Reward dan punishment itu sangat diperlukan. Karena jika siswa diberi 
reward, seperti nilai, motivasi, pujian siswa akan merasa sangat senang. 
Jadi, itu dapat memotivasi mereka untuk lebih giat belajar. Hukuman 
terkadang juga dibutuhkan. Karena dengan punishment akan membuat 
siswa itu takut. Jadi mereka tidak akan melakukan pelanggaran lagi.” 
DAF : “Apakah ada peraturan yang Bapak sepakati bersama dengan siswa?” 
AS : “Ada beberapa persetujuan di kelas saya. Contohnya, di kelas saya siswa 
di perbolehkan untuk makan atau minum, tetapi mereka harus meminta 
izin kepada saya terlebih dahulu. Mereka juga saya minta untuk membawa 
kamus saat pelajaran Bahasa Inggris. Itu untuk memudahkan mereka untuk 
menemukan arti kosa kata yang sulit.” 
DAF : “Jenis pelanggaran apa sajakah yang sering dilakukan oleh siswa?” 
AS : “Mereka biasanya membuat keramaian di kelas saat pelajaran, berbicara 
dengan temannya, dan tidur di dalam kelas saat saya menjelaskan materi.” 
DAF : “Bagaimana Bapak menangani siswa yang melanggar peraturan?” 
AS : “Saya menegur mereka. Tetapi karena di kelas saya muridnya cewek 
semua, saya biasanya memberikan sindiran-sindiran kecil untuk lucu-
lucuan, dan kadang saya menyanyikan lagu untuk mereka yang melakukan 
pelanggaran.” 
DAF : ”Oh, begitu ya Pak. Terimakasih Pak atas waktu dan informasi yang 
diberikan.” 
AS : “Iya sama-sama mbak.” 
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Second Interview 
Date of interview : Saturday, 24th March 2018 
Time of interview : 09.00 AM  – 09.20 AM 
Place of interview : Lobby of SMP MTA Gemolong 
Interviewer  : Dyah Ayu Fatimah (DAF) 
Interviewee  : Arin Sukresno, S.Pd (AS) 
 
Interview activity 
DAF : “Assalamu’alaikum, maaf Pak apakah Bapak ada waktu luang? Saya 
ingin melakukan interview.” 
AS : “Wa’alaikumsalam, ya mbak silahkan." 
DAF : “Dengan komposisi kelas yang cukup heterogen, hal apa yang sulit untuk 
Bapak lakukan? 
AS : “Jika kita menyebutnya sebagai kesulitan, sebenarnya itu tidak sama 
sekali. Sekolah ini mejadi sebuah sekolah bagi warga MTA (Majelis Tafsir 
Al-Qur’an). Karena siswanya yang heterogen saya menempatkan posisi 
saya ditengah-tengah siswa. Sebisa mungkin saya menengahi mereka.” 
DAF : “Dalam kelas yang heterogen apakah dibutuhkan pendekatan individual 
yang memungkinkan siswa dapat melakukan kegiatan belajar di level 
masing-masing?” 
AS : “Sebagai seorang guru, saya perlu melakukan pendekatan individual 
dengan siswa saya untuk mengetahui level mereka dalam belajar and 
mencoba untuk mengetahui karakter mereka. Saya biasanya melakukan 
pendekatan individual dengan siswa yang memiliki motivasi rendah dalam 
belajar, kemudian memberikan mereka nasihat dan motivasi.” 
DAF : “Apakah Bapak setuju dengan sebuah konsep ‘A large jug and mugs’ 
dimana guru adalah ‘A large of jug’ yang mempunyai pengetahuan dan 
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siswa adalah ‘The mugs’ yang harus diisi dengan pengetahuan. Sehingga 
kemampuan siswa tergantung pada seberapa besar daya tampung yang 
dimilikinya untuk menyerap pengetahuan yang diberikan guru?” 
AS : “Saya kurang setuju dengan konsep itu. Karena dalam kurikulum 2013 
siswa harus aktif berpartisipasi di kelas. Memang benar jika guru sebagai 
sumber pengetahuan, tetapi akan lebih tepat jika guru sebagai fasilitator 
dan memberikan arahan kepada siswa dalam belajar. Jika kita menemui 
sebuah kasus, ketika siswa tidak dapat mengeksplore diri mereka padahal 
kita sudah memancingnya, akhirnya kita harus membantu mereka dan 
menjadi ‘jug’ tadi.” 
DAF : “Berkaitan dengan hubungan antara guru dan siswa, bagaimana guru 
seharusnya memposisikan mereka?” 
AS : “Saya mengangap siswa sebagai orang yang ingin belajar dan saya sebagi 
fasilitator dan guide mereka. Saya mengibaratkan mereka seperti orang 
yang yang mencoba menemukan sebuah tempat. Jadi, guru harus 
memberikan arahan yang tepat untuk membuat mereka menemukan tempat 
itu. Karena guru sebagai orang yang tahu tempat yang dituju siswa.” 
DAF : “Menurut Bapak bagaimana pembelajaran yang efektif itu? Apakah 
Bapak merasa pembelajaran yang Bapak lakukan sudah efektif?” 
 
AS : “Pembelajaran yang efektif adalah suatu kondisi ketika guru dan siswa 
dapat melakukan interaksi dan proses pembelajaran yang baik. Kelas yang 
efektif satu dan lainnya berbeda, karena tergantung pada situasi dan 
kondisi kelas, sehingga metode yang dipilih guru juga harus disesuaikan 
dengan kondisi kelas.” 
 
DAF : “Menurut Bapak siswa yang baik dalam belajar Bahasa Inggris itu 
seperti apa?” 
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AS : “Seorang siswa yang baik adalah siswa yang aktif dan mau belajar. 
Dalam penilaian saya porsi penilaian yang paling banyak adalah 
keaktifan.” 
 
DAF : ”Nilai-nilai apa yang ingin Bapak bangun di kelas Bahasa Inggris?” 
AS : “Nilai-nilai kedisiplinan, kerja keras, toleransi dan menghargai orang 
lain. Tetapi hal utama yang ingin saya bangun di kelas adalah nilai 
agamanya. Karena ada pepatah yang mengatakan bahwa ‘Ilmu tanpa 
Agama sama buta, Agama tanpa ilmu lumpuh.’ Jadi siswa harus dibekali 
dengan ilmu dan nilai Agama agar dapat berjalan dengan selaras.” 
DAF : “Langkah apa yang Bapak lakukan untuk membantu siswa yang 
mengalami kesulitan belajar/tertinggal dari teman-temannya dalam 
memahami materi?” 
 
AS : “Menurut saya guru perlu melakukan personal approach kepada siswa. 
Terutama siswa yang memiliki kesulitan belajar, saya akan lebih sering 
memotivasi mereka.” 
 
DAF : “Langkah apa yang Bapak lakukan dengan siswa yang memiliki 
perkembangan belajar yang cepat?” 
 
AS : “Siswa yang cepat dalam belajar harus membantu temannya yang 
kesulitan dalam mempelajari materi. Jadi hal itu akan menciptakan kultur 
budaya belajar yang baik, yaitu saling membantu satu sama lain.” 
 
DAF : ”Sebagai seorang guru Bahasa Inggris, apa kriteria sukses Bapak dalam 
mengajar Bahasa Inggris?” 
 
AS : ”Hal itu sudah jelas dalam RPP bahwa kriteria suksesnya adalah siswa 
paham dengan materi yang diajarkan dan guru dapat menyampaikan tujuan 
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dari pembelajaran kepada siswa. Hal itu lebih mudah diketahui dari nilai 
mereka. Jika mereka mendapat nilai bagus artinya guru sukses dalam 
mengajar. Akan tetapi yang lebih penting yaitu untuk tahu kebiasaan 
mereka menggunakan bahasa Inggris.” 
 
DAF : “Bagaimana sikap Bapak dalam memilihkan strategi dan isi pembelajaran 
untuk siswa?” 
 
AS : “Guru harus memilih strategi berdasarkan materi dan kondisi kelas. 
Terkadang, kondisi sebuah kelas akan berbeda akan berbeda dengan kelas 
lain.” 
 
DAF : “Apa saja penilaian yang dilakukan dalam pembelajaran Bahasa 
Inggris?” 
 
AS : “Ada beberapa penilaian di kelas saya yaitu keaktifan, nilai tugas karena 
selain memiliki buku catatan siswa juga memiliki buku tugas. Saya sering 
memberi mereka tugas individu maupun kelompok. Kemudian nilai 
ulangan harian, UTS dan UAS. Tapi saya memberikan porsi yang besar 
pada keaktifan di kelas.” 
 
DAF : “Bagaimana sikap siswa saat di kelas?” 
 
AS : “Ada siswa yang aktif tapi kadang-kadang mereka juga melakukan 
beberapa pelanggaran di kelas seperti melamun dan ramai di kelas. Jadi 
kadang tidak memperhatikan, jadi saya sering tegur mereka supaya mereka 
fokus dengan pelajaran lagi.” 
 
DAF : “Apakah Bapak juga melakukan kegiatan pembelajaran di luar kelas?” 
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AS : “Di semester satu saya sering mengajak mereka untuk belajar di luar 
kelas. Tetapi untuk belajar di luar kelas harus sesuai dengan materinya. 
mereka sering ngajak sih mbak ayo pak belajar di luar atau di lab, gitu.” 
 
DAF : ”Iya Pak. Ya sudah kalau begitu, terimakasih Pak atas informasi yang 
diberikan.” 
 
AS : “Iya sama-sama mbak.” 
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THE DRAFT OF INTERVIEW TO THE STUDENTS  
 
Interview to the Students of  Class VIII I  
Date of interview : Thursday, 05rd April 2018 
Time of interview : 1. 09.55 AM   
     2. 10.10 AM  
Place of interview : In the lobby of SMP MTA Gemolong 
Interviewer  : Dyah Ayu Fatimah (DAF) 
Interviewee  : 1. Muh Alif Ghoziaan (MAG) 
     2. Hafidz Kausar Ma’ruf (HKM) 
 
Interview Activity 1 
DAF : ”Enggak istirahat kamu?” 
MAG : “Tadi sudah Miss.” 
DAF : “Miss boleh tanya-tanya sedikit?” 
MAG : “Boleh, mau tanya apa Miss?” 
DAF : “Bagaimana pendapatmu tentang pelajaran Bahasa Inggris?” 
MAG : “Pelajarannya ya gampang cuman kalau materinya agak susah jadi 
bingung. Kosa katanya kan juga belum banyak yang hafal.” 
DAF : “Menurut kamu Bahasa Inggris diperlukan nggak di jaman sekarang ini?” 
MAG : “Perlu banget, kan Bahasa Inggris itu bahasa internasional terus dipakai 
dimana-mana. Diinternet juga kebanyakan pakai Bahasa Inggris. Jadi 
penting lah Bahasa Inggris.” 
DAF : ”Gimana pendapatmu tentang pembelajaran Bahasa Inggris yang 
dilakukan Bu Rasma?” 
MAG : “Asyik terus bisa lebih paham kalau dijelasin. Gurunya enak Miss.” 
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DAF : “Ada nggak peraturan tersendiri yang harus ditaati dalam pelajaran 
Bahasa Inggrisnya Bu Rasma?” 
MAG : ”Ada yang pertama ijin ke kamar mandi pakai Bahasa Inggris, terus juga 
nggak boleh ramai di kelas pas pelajaran, harus ngerjain tugas juga.” 
DAF : “Terus sikap Bu Rasma menegur kalian kalau ada yang melanggar 
peraturan tadi gimana?” 
MAG : “Bu Rasma itu seringnya dibilangin dulu, suruh diem jangan ramai.” 
DAF : “Menurut kamu bagaimana sih pembelajaran Bahasa Inggris yang 
menyenangkan?” 
MAG : “Pelajarannya dibikin santai, ngerjain-ngerjain soal terus yang ada 
speaking juga.” 
DAF : “Sikap kamu waktu di kelas gimana kalau sedang pelajaran Bahasa 
Inggris?” 
MAG : “Ya diperhatikan pas guru menjelaskan materi, tapi kadang juga ikut 
ngobrol di kelas kalau bosen.” 
DAF : “Apakah cara ngajarnya Bu Rasma sudah sesuai dengan harapan kamu 
belum?” 
MAG : “Sudah sesuai, tapi aku pengen yang ada gamenya gitu.” 
DAF : “Yaudah kalau gitu, terimakasih ya sudah mau Miss tanya-tanyain“ 
MAG : “Iya sama-sama, enggak apa-apa Miss.” 
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Interview Activity 2 
DAF : ”Sudah jam istirahat ya sekarang?” 
HKM : “Udah Miss.” 
DAF : “Miss boleh tanya-tanya sebentar?” 
HKM : “Boleh, tanya apa ya Miss?” 
DAF : “Bagaimana pendapatmu tentang pelajaran Bahasa Inggris?” 
HKM : “Dulu kan di SD enggak ada pelajaran Bahasa Inggris terus sekarang 
disini ada Bahasa Inggris. Pertama kalinya ya agak kesulitan tapi lama-
lama ya enak, guru-gurunya juga enak.” 
DAF : “Menurut kamu Bahasa Inggris diperlukan nggak di jaman sekarang ini?” 
HKM : “Sangat perlu, soalnya kan dunia semakin maju. Terus pernah dengar 
cerita dari teman masnya daftar kerja dites pakai Bahasa Inggris. Nanti 
untuk cari kerja perlu.” 
DAF : ”Gimana pendapatmu tentang pembelajaran Bahasa Inggris yang 
dilakukan Bu Rasma?” 
HKM : “Ya seru, pelajarannya juga enak. Mudah masuklah.” 
DAF : “Ada nggak peraturan tersendiri yang harus ditaati dalam pelajaran 
Bahasa Inggrisnya Bu Rasma?” 
HKM : ”Ada, jadi pas pertama kali masuk kelas VIII kan Bu Rasma sudah ngasih 
peraturan kalau mau WC harus ijin pakai Bahasa Inggris terus ga boleh 
tidur, ribut di kelas.” 
DAF : “Terus sikap Bu Rasma menegur kalian kalau ada yang melanggar 
peraturan tadi gimana?” 
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HKM : “Pertamanya diperingatkan, tapi meringatinnya enak lah, enggak galak. 
Tapi kalau misalnya marah nanti minta maaf.” 
DAF : “Menurut kamu bagaimana sih pembelajaran Bahasa Inggris yang 
menyenangkan?” 
HKM : “Pelajaran yang enggak bosenin, jadi ada selingannya di kelas biar lebih 
mudah mahamin materi.” 
DAF : “Sikap kamu waktu di kelas gimana kalau sedang pelajaran Bahasa 
Inggris?” 
HKM : “Kadang-kadang tergantung gurunya. Kalau gurunya enak ya 
memperhatikan, tapi kalau gurunya kurang enak ya kadang ditinggal tidur. 
Tapi kalau lagi gojek (bercanda) ya gojek (bercanda) tapi kalau serius ya 
serius.” 
DAF : “Apakah cara ngajarnya Bu Rasma sudah sesuai dengan harapan kamu 
belum?” 
HKM : “Sudah sesuai, karena pelajarannya enak terus gurunya enggak galak.” 
DAF : “Yaudah kalau gitu, terimakasih ya Hafid.“ 
HKM : “Iya sama-sama.” 
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Interview to the Students of Class VIII I  
Date of interview : Monday, 02nd April 2018 
Time of interview : 1. 09.55 AM   
     2. 10.05 AM  
Place of interview : In the library 
Interviewer  : Dyah Ayu Fatimah (DAF) 
Interviewee  : 1. Andini Devi Anggraeni (ADA) 
     2. Zulfa Nur Fadhilah (ZNF) 
 
Interview Activity 1 
DAF : ”Lagi baca apa Dev?” 
ADA : “Baca-baca buku cerita aja Miss.” 
DAF : “Oh, Miss boleh tanya-tanya?” 
ADA : “Boleh, mau tanya apa Miss?” 
DAF : “Bagaimana pendapat Devi  tentang pelajaran Bahasa Inggris?” 
ADA : “Seru, soalnya cara ngajarnya enak.” 
DAF : “Menurut Devi Bahasa Inggris diperlukan nggak di jaman sekarang ini?” 
ADA : “Kalau menurutku perlu Miss, soalnya kan pelajaran Bahasa Inggris 
diUN juga ada. Terus kalau kita mau ke luar negeri kan kita pakainya juga 
Bahasa Inggris.” 
DAF : ”Gimana pendapatmu tentang pembelajaran Bahasa Inggris yang 
dilakukan Pak Arin?” 
ADA : “Menyenangkan Miss, kalau metodenya Pak Arin kan pelajaran dulu 
terus diselingi sama bercanda di kelas. Jadi nggak buat spaneng (tegang).” 
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DAF : “Ada nggak peraturan tersendiri yang harus ditaati dalam pelajaran 
Bahasa Inggris?” 
ADA : ”Ada jadi di kelas Pak Arin itu harus bawa kamus, di larang tidur di 
kelas, terus kalau lagi pelajaran nggak boleh ramai bercanda gitu.” 
DAF : “Terus sikap Pak Arin menegur kalian kalau ada melanggar peraturan 
tadi gimana?” 
ADA : “Biasanya itu dipanggil namanya, tapi kadang juga dilempar pakai kapur 
kecil. Terus biasanya langsung pada diem (sambil tertawa kecil).” 
DAF : “Menurut kamu bagaimana sih pembelajaran Bahasa Inggris yang 
menyenangkan?” 
ADA : “Ya pokoknya yang metodenya nggak dibuat spaneng (tegang). Karena 
aku tuh nggak suka kalau pelajaran dibuat spaneng (tegang).” 
DAF : “Sikap kamu di kelas gimana kalau sedang pelajaran Bahasa Inggris?” 
ADA : “Kadang-kadang kalau aku udah males gitu aku ngantuk, tapi kalau 
dijelasin materi gitu diperhatikan terus dicatet.” 
DAF : “Apakah cara ngajarnya Pak Arin sudah sesuai dengan harapan Devi 
belum?” 
ADA : “Sudah sesuai, tapi aku tuh nggak begitu suka sama pelajaran Bahasa 
Inggris. Jadi pelajarannya menyenangkan tapi kadang aku nggak paham.” 
DAF : “Yaudah kalau gitu, terimkasih ya Devi. Dilanjutin aja baca-bacanya.” 
ADA : “Iya Miss.” 
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Interview Activity 2 
DAF : ”Lagi ngapain kamu Zul?” 
ZNF : “Baca-baca buku aja Miss sekalian ngadem di sini.” 
DAF : “Miss temenin sambil tanya-tanya boleh?” 
ZNF : “Boleh kok Miss, mau tanya apa?” 
DAF : “Pendapat kamu tentang pelajaran Bahasa Inggris itu gimana?” 
ZNF : “Seru, asyik, buat nambah pengalaman. Soalnya aku nggak pernah bosen 
gitu loh Miss buat belajar Bahasa Inggris, dari SD soalnya aku udah 
seneng pelajaran Bahasa Inggris.” 
DAF : “Menurut kamu Bahasa Inggris diperlukan nggak di jaman sekarang ini?” 
ZNF : “Ya diperlukan kalau nanti buat UN, terus kalau dapat beasiswa ke luar 
negeri kan nanti pakainya Bahasa Inggris untuk komunikasi. Pokonya 
penting Miss buat kedepannya.” 
DAF : ”Gimana pendapatmu tentang pembelajaran Bahasa Inggris yang 
dilakukan Pak Arin?” 
ZNF : “Kalau Pak Arin yang ngajarin itu jadi lebih mudah memahaminya. Terus 
penyampaiannya itu bikin ga spaneng (tegang) gitu kayak pakai game, 
kadang bercanda juga.” 
DAF : “Ada nggak peraturan tersendiri yang harus ditaati dalam pelajaran 
Bahasa Inggris?” 
ZNF : ”Ada, jadi kalau pas pelajaran Bahasa Inggris harus bawa kamus, terus 
kalau mau ijin-ijin gitu harus pakai Bahasa Inggris. Di kelasnya Pak Arin 
itu boleh minum di kelas tapi harus ijin dulu.” 
DAF : “Terus sikap Pak Arin menegur kalian kalau ada melanggar peraturan 
tadi gimana?” 
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ZNF : “Pertamanya itu dibilangin dulu, terus biasanya lebih di tegasin lagi kalau 
ada yang ramai pas pelajaran.” 
DAF : “Menurut kamu pembelajaran Bahasa Inggris yang menyenangkan itu 
kayak apa?” 
ZNF : “Yang bermain sambil belajar gitu. Jadi kan nggak bikin bosen di kelas.” 
DAF : “Sikap kamu di kelas gimana kalau sedang pelajaran Bahasa Inggris?” 
ZNF : “Kalau lagi pelajaran gitu pertamanya fokus Miss, tapi lama-kelamaan 
ngikut temennya yang ramai, jadi ngobrol di kelas (sambil tertawa kecil)” 
DAF : “Apakah cara ngajarnya Pak Arin sudah sesuai dengan harapan kamu 
belum?” 
ZNF : “Sebagian udah, tapi untuk jenjangku ini mungkin tingkatannya tuh 
kurang, soalnya dulu di SDku yang pelajaranku sekarang ini udah ada jadi 
diulangin lagi sekarang. Kan di SDku dulu bukunya pakai Cambridge dari 
Singapura jadi kan pelajaran Bahasa Inggris kelas 6 di Singapura udah 
kayak pelajarannya SMP kelas 3 gitu.” 
DAF : “Yaudah kalau gitu, terimakasih ya Zulfa. Dilanjutin aja baca-bacanya.” 
ZNF : “Iya Miss, sama-sama.” 
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Appendix 4 
List of Students’ 
Name 
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LIST OF STUDENTS’ NAME  
 
VIII I (Female Class) 
NO. NIS NAMA SISWA 
1 7798 Afifah Dyah Pritasari 
2 7816 Alifia Zhahirahmi 
3 7818 Amalia Dwi Rahmawati 
4 7819 Amalia Fauziyah 
5 7828 Andini Devi Anggraeni 
6 7846 Aulia Silvi Khoirunnisa 
7 7864 Densa Septi Drastiana 
8 7875 Dzakiyah Hardianti 
9 7901 Fathiya Auliya Muthmainnah 
10 7912 Ghina Raudhatul Jannah 
11 7919 Hafsah Imani Maisaroh 
12 7925 Hanifah Septyana 
13 7926 Hanifatu Sholihah 
14 7929 Hasana Putri Prasetyana 
15 7930 Hasna Nur Afifah 
16 7932 Heallen Octavia Pratama S. 
17 7933 Hilal Azyumardi Az-Zahra 
18 7936 Hudzaifah A.S Semendaway 
19 7973 Kireina Afita Dhiya 
20 7978 Latifah Ummu Zahroh 
21 7981 Lulu’ Fauziyyah Indah Chahyani 
22 8057 Mzkyv  A’idah Adniw Nda-Nda 
23 8065 Naj’wa Salsabilla 
24 8067 Nasywa Faiza 
25 8070 Naura Hafizhah 
26 8076 Nilam Cahya Sholikhah 
27 8081 Nurul Baiti Baroroh 
28 8082 Nurul Hidayah 
29 8084 Nurul Khotimah 
30 8094 Qudsyiah Az Zahra 
31 8131 Salsabila Setiawan 
32 8143 Siti Ayuningsih 
33 8147 Sumayyah Widayati 
34 8165 Tri Lifiana Khusnul Jannah 
35 8181 Yunita Dwi Astrianti 
36 8188 Zulfa Alifia Darmanto 
37 8189 Zulfa Nur Fadhilah 
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VIII A (Male Class) 
NO NIS NAMA SISWA 
1 7796 Afif Fakhrusy Syakirin 
2 7813 Aldo Ferdian Ilham 
3 7824 Amir Farhan Nasrullah 
4 7842 Asmaul Khusna 
5 7847 Avryan Mulya Dewa 
6 7871 Dimas Setia Budi 
7 7917 Hafidz Kausar Ma'ruf 
8 7918 Hafizh Khoiry 
9 7922 Hamzah Asadullah Mubarok 
10 7923 Hanan Najamuddin 
11 7935 Huda Karunia Al Rasyid 
12 7938 Ibnu Kholdun 
13 7942 Ihsan Hafidh As Syafiq 
14 7956 Iqbal Ar Rasyid 
15 7957 Iqbal Ihsanul Jihad 
16 7976 Labib Sisco Ramadhan 
17 7983 Luqman Hakim 
18 7991 Maulana Choirudin 
19 8019 Muh Alif Ghoziaan Daffa' 
20 8030 Muh Haikal Faiz Purnadi 
21 8033 Muh Ilham Aliefiensyah 
22 8036 Muh Irvan Firdaus Al Yasir 
23 8042 Muh Naufal Taqyyuddin 
24 8045 Muh Rangga Saputra 
25 8052 Muh Soffin Ardiansyah 
26 8038 Muh. Latif Hanida Seto P 
27 8008 Muhamad Fajar Rizki 
28 8012 Muhammad Adam 
29 8022 Muhammad Azzis Nauval 
30 8046 Muhammad Rosyid Ridho 
31 8087 Prince Faza Hasya Wildan S 
32 8100 Raihan Muntazar 
33 8114 Reza Irwansyah Aryanto 
34 8120 Rochmad Santoso 
35 8127 Sa'id Arya Kholifah 
36 8139 Sholahudin Muh Iqbal 
37 8173 Wasil Al Faz 
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Appendix 5 
The Findings on Culture 
of Learning in English 
Teaching Learning 
Process of Class VIII A 
and VIII I 
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The Findings on Culture of Learning in English Teaching Learning Process of Class VIII A and VIII I  
 
AFL : Assessment for learning  LES : Learning space   TG :Transfer goals 
AT : Authantic tasks   RF :Reflection    OBS1 : Number of  observation 
CO : Contribution    SV :Student voice    AC : VIII A class 
IL : Inquiry learning   TFU :Teaching for understanding  
LS :Leadership skills   TF :Timely feedback  
 
Table 3.1 The Findings on Culture of Learning in English Teaching Learning Process of Class VIII A  
No. Characteristics Observation  Conclusion  
Observation 1 
20th March 2018 
Observation 2 
24th March 2018 
Observation 3 
31st March 2018 
1. Assessment for 
learning 
Teacher :”Ibu akan 
membagi kalian 
menjadi 5 
kelompok untuk 
mengerjakan soal 
ini (showing the 
text). Kalian bisa 
berdiskusi dengan 
teman kalian. 
Bagi yang tidak 
ikut mengerjakan 
tidak usah dicatat 
namanya, 
paham?” 
Students :”Iya Bu.”  
 Teacher :”I want you to 
identify the 
generic structure 
of the story. 
Diidentifikasi 
generic 
structerenya dari 
orientasi sampai 
reorientasi. 
Dikerjakan di 
buku masing-
masing terus 
dikumpulkan!” 
Students:“Iya Bu. Langsung 
diLKSnya ya. “ 
In the class VIII A 
(Male class) has 
some assessment 
for learning in 
English teaching 
learning process.  
The assessment are 
to know about 
students’ 
performance in 
grasp the materials 
that given by 
teacher. 
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Code  AFL-OBS1-AC  AFL-OBS3-AC 
2. Authantic tasks Teacher :”Group one 
please present 
your result 
discussion. Nanti 
kelompok lain 
bisa memberikan 
tanggapan kalian 
ya.” 
Students :”Iya Bu.” 
  In the class of  VIII 
A (Male class) 
there are authantic 
task in the form of 
students’ 
performance to 
speak up in front of 
the class. 
Code  AT-OBS1-AC   
3. Contribution   Teacher :”Open your book 
on page 17! Disitu 
ada sebuah cerita, 
coba kalian baca 
kemudian 
diterjemahkan. 
Satu-satu baca 
perkalimat!” 
Student : “It was a hot 
day in the forest, 
itu adalah hari 
yang panas di 
hutan.”  
The teacher of class 
VIII A always ask 
students 
contribution and 
participation in 
joining the class. 
Code   CO-OBS3-AC 
4. Inquiry learning   Teacher :“Sekarang coba 
buatkan kalimat 
yang sesuai 
Teacher  :”Kalian 
tentukan 
generic 
The teacher of 
class VIII A always 
try to make 
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dengan gambar 
dengan 
menggunakan 
verb dua!” 
students: “The lion was big 
and strong, the 
cat slept on the 
chair.”(Show the 
picture) 
structure dari 
film  ‘The lion 
and the 
mouse’!” 
Students :”Semuanya bu?” 
Teacher  :”Iya dong, dari 
bagian orientasi 
sampai 
reorientasi.” 
students become 
active in the class 
and can solve the 
problem. 
Code   IL-0BS2-AC IL-OBS3-AC 
5. Leadership 
skills 
Teacher :”Ayo kamu mas 
pimpin 
do’a!” 
Student :“Sit down, 
Please! Let’s 
pray together, 
pray 
begin…..Finish!” 
Teacher : “Salah satu 
pimpin do’a!” 
Student :“Sit down, 
Please! Let’s 
pray together, 
pray 
begin…..Finish!” 
Teacher :”Ketua kelasnya 
mana? pimpin 
do’a!” 
Student : “Ya Bu.” 
The teacher of  
class VIII A always 
make students 
become braveness 
to speak up and 
have leadership 
skill.  
Code  LS-OBS1-AC LS-OBS2-AC LS-OBS3-AC 
6. Learning space Teacher  :”Apa kalian 
sudah paham 
tentang generic 
structure dari 
Narrative Text? 
Students :”Sudah Bu.”   
 
Teacher  :”Catat dulu di 
buku kalian 
masing-masing.”  
Students :”Semuanya 
dicatat Bu?” 
Teacher  :”Iya, nanti biar 
kalian bisa pakai 
buat belajar.” 
 The teacher of  
class VIII A always 
give space in 
learning and teach 
the students sep by 
step. 
Code  LES-OBS1-AC LES-OBS2-AC  
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7. Reflection  Teacher :”Kalian sudah 
menyaksikan 
film tadi kan, 
apa yang bisa 
kalian pelajari 
dari film tadi?” 
Students :”Tidak boleh 
meremehkan 
orang lain, harus 
menghargai Bu.”  
Teacher  :”What we can 
conclude dari 
materi kita pada 
hari ini? Ada yang 
tahu?” 
Students:”Belajar tentang 
bagian-bagian 
generic structure 
Narrative Text.” 
Teacher  :” Apa saja?” 
Students:”Orientation, 
complication, 
resolution, and 
reorientation.” 
In the class VIII A, 
the teacher always 
give reflection 
about teaching 
learning process in 
the clssroom. 
Code   RF-OBS2-AC RF-OBS3-AC 
8. Student voice  Teacher  :”Kalian tahu 
jenis-jenis 
Narrative Text? 
Apa saja 
sebutkan?” 
Students :”Fabel, Legenda, 
Horor.” 
Teacher  :”Ya betul, can 
you mention the 
example of 
fabel?” 
Students :”Kancil dan 
Teacher :”Dalam cerita ada 
yang berakhir sad 
ending dan happy 
ending, coba 
sebutkan contoh 
cerita Indonesia 
yang sad ending?” 
Students:”Roro Jonggrang, 
Tangkuban 
Perahu. Akhir 
ceritanya sedih 
itu, Bu.” 
The students of  
class VIII A always 
active joining the 
class and give 
involvement in 
teaching learning 
activities. 
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Buaya, Kelinci 
dan kura-kura, 
Bu.” 
Code   SV-OBS2-AC SV-OBS3-AC 
9. Teaching for 
understanding 
Teacher  :”Kalian pernah 
didongengi?” 
Students:”Pernah Bu, waktu 
masih kecil sama 
ibu.” 
Teacher  :”Materi kita hari 
ini berkaitan 
dengan cerita.” 
 
 
 
  The teacher of  
class VIII A always 
try to make 
students understand 
well about 
materials that 
given. So, the 
teacher relating the 
materials with 
students’ 
background 
knowledge. Code  TFU-OBS1-AC   
10. Timely feedback  Teacher :”Bagaimana 
tanggapanmu 
terhadap 
cerita ‘The 
lion and the 
mouse’?” 
Students :”Bagus, 
mereka 
akhirnya 
berteman.” 
Teacher  :”Moral value 
yang bisa 
 The teacher always 
gave feedback for 
students after 
teaching learning 
process to make 
sure students 
understand about 
materials that 
given. 
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dipetik dari 
cerita tadi 
apa?”  
Students :”Berbuat 
baik.” 
Code   TF-OBS2-AC   
11. Transfer goals Teacher  :”Tujuan untuk 
belajar tentang 
tekt Narrative 
yaitu agar kalian 
dapat memahami 
teks Narrative dan 
mendapat hiburan 
dengan membaca 
cerita, selain itu 
juga kalian 
memperoleh moral 
value dari cerita 
yang dibaca.”  
Students:”Yes.” 
  The teacher of  
class VIII A always 
communicate to 
students about the 
goals of their 
materials to make 
students understand 
about the goals. 
Code  TG-OBS1-AC   
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AFL : Assessment for learning  RT :Risk takers    OBS1: Number of  observation 
CO : Contribution    SV :Student voice    IC : VIII I class 
IL : Inquiry learning   TFU :Teaching for understanding 
LES : Learning space   TF :Timely feedback 
RF :Reflection    TG :Transfer goals 
Table 3.2   The Findings on Culture of Learning in English Teaching Learning Process of Class VIII I  
No. 
characteristics Observation  Conclusion  
Observation 1 
20th March 2018 
Observation 2 
31st March 2018 
Observation 3 
03rd April 2018 
1. Assessment for 
learning 
Teacher :”Di halaman 44 
terdapat 
beberapa 
pertanyaan 
berkaitan 
dengan cerita, 
you should give 
your answer 
then collect it!” 
Students :”Ditulis di 
LKSnya 
langsung, 
Pak?” 
Teacher :”Iya, setelah itu 
dikumpulkan.” 
 
   In the class VIII I 
(female class) has 
some assessment for 
learning in English 
teaching learning 
process.  The 
assessment are to 
know about 
students’ 
performance in 
grasp the materials 
that given by 
teacher. The 
assesment can 
indicate students 
level of 
understanding. Code  AFL-OBS1-IC   
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2. Contribution Teacher :”Siapa saja 
tokoh dalam 
cerita ‘The 
Prince and His 
Best Friends’? 
Students :”Prince 
Jonathan, Peter 
Piper, Franklin.” 
   The teacher of class 
VIII I always ask 
students contribution 
and participation 
The teacher gives 
students involvement 
in the classroom 
activity. 
Code CO-OBS1-IC   
3. Inquiry learning  Teacher :”Dari cerita 
tadi, bagaimana 
pendapat kalian 
tentang beberapa 
hal ini?(Show 
some questions 
to students on 
the board about: 
What would you 
do if your friend 
was in trouble?, 
What will you do 
if your friend 
betrayed you?, 
and the last 
What is the 
meaning of 
friendship?)” 
Students :”(Pointed a 
  The teacher of class 
VIII I always try to 
make students 
become active in the 
class and can solve 
the problem. The 
teacher arouse to 
know about students 
opinion by giving 
some questions. 
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finger) saya akan 
membantunya 
menyelesaikan 
masalah.” 
Teacher :”Ya benar, but 
in English, 
please!” 
Students :” I will help to 
solve the 
problem.” 
Code  IL-0BS1-IC   
4. Learning space Teacher :”Sampai disini 
ada yang mau 
ditanyakan?” 
Students     :”Tidak Mr.” 
Teacher :”Kalau tidak, 
berarti sudah 
pada paham 
ya.” 
 Teacher  :”Yang ini 
dicatat dulu.”  
Students   :”Iya, Mr.” 
Teacher  :”Dicatat 
jangan buat 
tidur.” 
The teacher of  class 
VIII I always give 
space in teaching 
and  learning 
activity.  
Code  LES-OBS1-IC  LES-OBS3-IC 
5. Reflection Teacher :”Apa 
pelajaran yang 
dapat kalian 
ambil dari 
cerita itu?” 
Students:”Jangan 
mengkhianati 
teman.” 
   In the class VIII I, 
the teacher always 
give reflection about 
teaching learning 
process in the 
clssroom. The 
reflection is to know 
about students 
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Code  RF-OBS1-IC   feedback. 
6. Risk takers  Teacher :”Ada tugas kan 
kemarin?” 
Students  :”Ya, Mr.” 
Teacher  :”How about your 
task? Siapa yang 
tidak mengerjakan 
akan mendapat 
hukuman.”  
 Risk takers is taught 
by teacher of class 
VIII I. The students 
should accept every 
risk in learning. 
 Code  RT-OBS2-IC  
7. Student voice Teacher :”Language 
feature in 
Narrative Text 
using verb two. 
Tunjukkan mana 
saja verb dua yang 
terdapat dalam 
cerita!” 
Students :”There lived a 
kind young 
prince named 
Jonathan (Read 
the text). Verb 
duanya lived 
sama named.” 
 
 Teacher :”Give me an 
example of Noun. 
Satu siswa kasih 
contoh sau noun. 
Mulai dari depan 
ga boleh sama 
dengan 
temannya.” 
Students :”Book, pen, 
ruler, board, 
pencil, shoes, 
uniform, flag, 
bag, dictionary.... 
(etc)” 
Teacher  :”Ya jadi Noun 
itu dapat dengan 
mudah di 
temukan disekitar 
The students of class 
VIII I always active 
in joining the class, 
they also give 
involvement in 
teaching learning 
activities in the 
classrooom. 
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kita. Di dalam 
kelas ini pun juga 
bisa.”  
Code  SV-OBS1-IC  SV-OBS3-IC  
8. Teaching for 
understanding 
Teacher  :”Do you like 
watch movie?” 
Students :”Yes.” 
Teacher  :”Film apa?” 
Students :”Kartun kayak 
Rapunzel, 
Cinderella, Snow 
White.” 
Teacher  :”Nah, iya benar. 
Jadi ada yang 
tahu kita akan 
belajar tentang 
apa? Materi kita 
ini kayak film-
film seperti itu.” 
  The teacher of class 
VIII I always try to 
make students 
understand well 
about materials that 
given. So, the 
teacher relating the 
materials with 
students’ 
background 
knowledge. 
Code  TFU-OBS1-IC   
9. Timely feedback Teacher  :”Bagaimana 
pembelajaran 
kita hari ini? 
Kita belajar 
tentang apa 
saja?” 
Students :”Belajar 
tentang 
  The teacher of class 
VIII I always gave 
feedback for 
students after 
teaching learning 
process to make sure 
students understand 
about materials that 
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Narrative Text. 
Cerita ‘The 
Prince and His 
Best Friends’.” 
given. 
Code  TF-OBS2-IC   
10. Transfer goals Teacher  :”Tujuan 
mempelajari 
Narrative Text 
itu agar kalian 
mengetahui 
generic 
structurenya dan 
untuk saran 
hiburan. Karena 
tujuan dari 
Narritive Text itu 
for entertain the 
reader.” 
Students :”Yes, Sir.” 
  The teacher of  class 
VIII I always 
communicate to 
students about the 
goals of their 
materials to make 
students understand 
about the goals and 
grasp well the 
materials. 
Code  TG-OBS1-IC   
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Appendix 6 
Lesson Plan of  
English Subject 
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Appendix 7 
Syllabus of English 
Subject 
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Appendix 8 
The Students’ 
Worksheet 
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Appendix 9 
The Photographs 
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Teaching learning process in class VIII A (Male Class) 
 
The teacher and students watch the movie 
 
The students work in group 
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Teaching learning process in class VIII I (Female class) 
 
    The teacher explains the material 
 
The teacher asks students to read the text 
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Permission 
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